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HEAVY SENTENCE THREATENED.

FOR BIBLE STUDY

THREE TIME* A WEEK

Reached Penobscot Bay At
Three-Day
Conference
In
the Same Time.—Eastern Three Years For Second Offense in Prostitution Cases.—
Rockland To Be Addressed
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.
Other Affairs in Municipal Court.
Club Having Good Time,
By a Noted Speaker.
Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad
vance; single copies three cents.
However.
A summer Bible Study Conference
Advertising rate* baaed upon circulation and
ALL THE HOME NEWS

THE SHOW PLACE OF ROCKLAND
Early American Furniture and Antiques
YOUR VISIT TO MAINE IS NOT COMPLETE UNLESS YOU SPEND

AT LEAST TWO HOURS IN THIS NEW SHOP.

BUILDING 40x60

—THREE FLOORS FULL TO OVERFLOWING WITH ANTIQUES.

COBB & DAVIS
115 North Main Street
(Call Mr. Davie at Fuller-Cobb-Davit’ Department Store)

You

are cordially invited

to be present at a
Cooking Demonstration
to be given on the

Electric Range

at our

Salesrooms in Rockland
July II io 14

Camden, July 15 and 16
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.

COOL COMFORT
THERE'S MORE THAN COOL COMFORT IN A NICELY
LAUNDERED COLLAR—there’s that satisfaction every man feels in
being well groomed. The clean, starched collar not only stands up away
from your neck but gives you a chance to breath and makes you look as
cool and clean and comfortable as you are.
COLLARS LOOK THEIR BEST LAUNDERED OUR WAY. Edges
are smooth and rounded and lots of room for the tie to slip in and'
they’re shapely. Why not have the best?
Let us call for your bundle today; you will like our work. Don't'
send it out of town. We aro on the job all the time. We spend our
money HERE. Give us your work NOW.

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
ESTABLISHED 1914
MAIN STREET, CORNER WILLOW
WE know how. Don't forget we do everything in theSaundry line
Quilts, Pillows, blankets, etc. Try us once. You’ll make our laundry
your laundry.

The aftermath of Saturday morn
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general Inter
The Eastern Yacht Club came up ing’s sensational raids in this city
jst are solicited.
Entered at the postofflee In Rockland for cir from Boothbay Harbor Saturday to was seen la‘er in the day in the series
culation at seconl-class postal rates
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Bat the accompaniment of the fog which of trials before Judge Miller.
irday morning, f*x>m 46V Main Street, Rock- it seems always to bring, or en
The only respondent who stood
and, Maine.

NOTICE

THE PARKHURST ESTATE

CHICKEN DINNER, $1.00

CHEER UP!

FOR SALE

BEF.T GREENS—CABBAGE PLANTS—
RED
CABBAGE-- CELERY- SAGE and
hardy Flowering Plants.

EDWARD A. DEAN
Telephone 321-5
ROCKLAND. ME.
76-82

ROCKLAND, MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868

DEPOSITS

Furniture Repairing,
Upholstering, Refinishing

$2,284,482.49

Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
of 4% per annum.

in Rockland came first as a dream to
three pastors, but lias now taken tan
gible form. Tile pastors of three Bap
tist i hurches (Thomaston, Littlefield
Memorial and Rockland First) agreed
to assume the responsibility for such
a conference. They were partly led
by the expression of interest in such a
project by many friends in the city.
They are able to make the following
attractive announcement:
Dr. M. E. Bartholomew of Portland,
well-iAiown Bible teacher and pastor
of the Second Parish Congregational

counter, whichever way you choose to trial was M. P. Simonton, but who
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Herbert Tibbetts of Union pleaded
look at it.
retracted his plea of "not guilty" mid guilty yesterday to operating an auto
The Rockland Gazette was established In
(846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
The day’s race for schooner yachts way of the hearing and was found
mobile while under the influence of
ind consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. was won by Queen Mali. Vagrant,
fhe Free Press was established In 1855, and
guilty of “occupation of a building liquor on the New County road in
Shawna
and
Sonniea
finished
in
the
n 1801 cha'iged its name to the Tribune.
He was sen
He Rockland. Sunday.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1887.
order named. The winner in the for purposes of prostitution.”
tenced to pay a fine of $100. and
New Y’ork 40-foot class was the was sentenced to costs of court
costs of court taxed at $8.82. He paid.
•••
•••
•••
Shawara. Pampero, Squaw and Sally amounting to $13.80 and to serve 90
Under the new motor vehicle laws,
Ann finished as given. The fleet an
days in jail. Sentence was suspend which went into ffect on Saturday
••
Virtue itself often offends when •—
chored Saturday night in Gilkey’s
•• coupled with bad manners.—Middleton. ••• Harbor.
ed, and the respondent was placed in last, fines are now paid over to the
••
•••
State Highway Commission, and costs,
W ••• ••• ••• •••
•••
•••
•••
*•>>•>*•'$£
Almost all the yachts sailed leis the care of Probation Officer Alvah as usual, to the county.
urely down the Penobcot Sunday to B. Clark for three months.
George Robbins, of Union, pleaded
the Fox Island Thoroughfare and
Similar disposition was made of the "guilty” and was sentenced to pay
DEMONSTRATIONS
early that afternoon were at anchor other cases, in which the respondents a fine of $10 and costs of court taxed
in the little cove opposite North pleaded nolo contendere. Jennie Tor at $5.90. Robbins was in company
Will Be Held in Camden, Haven.
rey and Clara Kelley were sentenced with Tibbetts at the time of arrest.
Some of the 40-footers indulged in
90 days each on the charges of oc He paid the fine.
Warren and Waldoboro a little impromptu racing. Most of the to
cupation of building for the purpose
It may interest auto drivers to
yachtsmen spent the day either ashore of prostitution, and aiding and abet know that to operate any motor ve
This Week.
at Islesboro in the morning or visiting ting prostitution; and John Mealey hicle while under the influence of
friends at North Haven later in the was sentenced to pay costs of court drugs or intoxicating liquors, will
Under the auspices of the Farm day.
and serve 90 days in jail for "direct subject the offender to a fine of not
While the fleet was at anchor Sun ing a person to a building used for less than $100 nor more than $1000,
Bureau a home demonstration agent
from the University of Maine will hold day afternoon, the ,yachtsmen were the purpose of prostitution.'"
or by imprisonment for not less than
enjoying a tine race by the little North
The raids were planned, it now ap 30 days nor more than one year, or
all-day meetings on the construction of Haven one-design cats, the start and
home-made dress forms in the towns finish being nearly in the midst of the pears by the agents of the New Eng by both fine and imprisonment. Any
land Watch and Ward Society, which person convicted of a second or sub
of Camden, Warren and Waldoboro larger boats. Many of the little boats has a membership of 2400, and were sequent offence shall be punished by
on the following dates, at 9 o’clock were manned and sailed by friends of under the direction of the executive imprisonment for not less than three
standard time: Camden, July 13, Y. those in the fleet. In the evening secretary, J. Frank Chase, who fig months nor more than one year, and
M. C. A. building; Warren, July 14, many of the yachtsmen dined ashore ures conspicuously in the Massachu his license to operate shall be revflked
Farm Bureau office; Waldoboro, July and some of the yachts entertained setts newspapers every week, in con by the Commission.
cottagers. The little Haven did not nection with the work of reform. His
• • • «
15, G. A. R. hall.
<
This tvork is being conducted seem quite the same as "Happy Jack” associates in the raids were Wellman
Yesterday afternoon was heard the
through the Farm Bureau, and if Reynolds was not on hand.
Y. Taylor, field deputy; and M. W. case of the State vs. Charles Chandler,
Dr. M. E. Bartholomew.
enough interest is shown among the
Carboni, special agent. Lieut. Han who was charged with breaking, en
women of the county there will be a
nibal Hamlin of the Federal service, tering and larceny in the night time
TALES
OF
THE
SEA.
permanent home demonstration agent
and the county authorities co-oper (Saturday last) in the store and pool
with headquarters in Warren. The
room of Eugene Harrington, at South church of that city, has been engaged
ated.
work which is taken up by the agents Schs. Lavina M. Snow and
village, and
stealing to give in Rockland a course of six
At one of the places above men Thomaston
lectures or studies on the Gospel of
is along the following lines: House
tioned the officers seized a "register." money, cigarettes and stamps. Court
Azalea Crash in Dense Fog. in which the names of the “lodgers" nol-prossed the charge of breaking John. This course Dr. Bartholomew
hold conveniences, as tireless cookers,
large group of
running water, washing machines,
appeared. It appears from the pages and entering, and sentenc^l respon recently gave to a
—Other Matters.
who expressed
pressure cookers, and other arrange
that some of the patrons were pos dent, who pleaded guilty of larceny, to Princeton students,
strong approval of his work. The
ments which are useful in the house;
sessed of a humorous spirit and 30 days in jail. The same party was
The dense fog which has prevailed
the construction of the dress form;
signed names which did not belong sentenced last Tuesday with Philip Rockland Baptist church will be the
garments remodeled and dyed; and along the New England coast for sev to them, and which would scandalize Lester and Walter Ripley to the State place of meeting, centrally convenient
to all. The studies will be held after
millinery.
eral days is said by mariners to be the society if they were published with School for Boys, sentence being sus
Plan to attend these meetings in thickest they had experienced for sev out explanation.
pended during good behavior. He was noons at 2.30 and evenings at 7.30 for
order that there may be a home
At the request of the New England remanded to the custody of Probation the three days, July 19. 20 and 21. The
eral years. It has made navigation
demonstration agent in the county to
Watch and Ward Society Judge Miller Officer Clark, who came into court following are the subjects:
Afternoons—A Four-fold Vision of
work out the above problems for the extremely hazardous, causing several stated that a second conviction would Monday and surrendered Chandler for
Personal Touches of the
disasters, with more likely to follow. result in the maximum sentence of breaking his parole. The court was Christ;
women of the county.
unable to commit him to the State Christ; A Parable of Service.
Off Pollock Rip lightship Friday the three years being given.
Evenings—The Deity of Christ; The
• • • •
School for Boys on the former charge
To be sure of quality buy Bluebird lighthouse tender Azalea was in col
Fourth of July festivities resulted as Supt. Dunn Is unable to receive any Blessings of Belief; The Glories of
Corn.
68tf
lision with the schooner Lavinia M. in several police court trials. Lunetta more boys as the institution is over Life.
An opportunity for questions will be
Snow of Rockland, bound from New Perry was sentenced to three months crowded and many being on the wait
given at the close of each study. The
York for Swan's Island. The schoon for Intoxication. Sept. 7 Mrs. Perry ing list. Chandler expressed his grati lectures are free to the general public.
er lost headgear, her bowsprit was pleaded guilty to Intoxication and fication at being committed, stating Thpre is nothing sectarian in the
taken out, and the lighthouse tender was sentenced to 90 days in Jail, that he would have "30 days of quiet, studies and it is hoped that they will
carried away one of her anchors. from which sentence she appealed. At in which to hatch up more deviltry.”
be widely enjoyed by friends of all
• • • •
Capt. R. K. Snow left for New Bed the September term of Supreme Court
CAPT. E. B. RICHARDS has return ford Sunday night to get flrst hand Judge Morrill affirmed the sentence of
Edward M. Barstow of Jefferson denominations interested in Bible
the Court below, and placed her in wffio was committed to Knox county study. A cordial invitation to attend
ed to MEGUNTICOOK LAKE, occupy information as to the mishap.
the care of Probation Officer Clark jail recently for failure to give bonds the lectures is extended to pastors,
The
Azalea
was
crippled
to
the
ex

ing same camp as last season, and is
Sunday school teachers and church
tent of about $10,000, her searchlight, Following her plea of "guilty” last for keeping the peace, was taken to workers throughout the county.
conducting motoring, picnic and Fish
Tuesday,
Mr.
Clark
surrendered
Mrs
the
Augusta
State
Hospital
Saturday
derrick mast and starboard rigging
ing parties.
having been carried away. The army Perry and she was committed to jail by Deputies Heckbert, Orbeton and
DRAWS COLOR LINE
This is Mr. Richards' eleventh sea dredge Navesink towed her into New to serve the original sentence. The Hokes, having been pronounced in
son of catering to the pleasure seek Bedford where she will probably un new sentence will begin at the expira sane.
tion
of
the
one
imposed
by
Judge
Barstow
indicated
unmistakable
Jack Dempsey Will Not Fight John
ing public, during which he has made dergo repairs.
• « • •
Morrill.
signs of insanity soon after being
son, But Will Meet Any White.
many friends and acquaintances to
Alvin
Webster,
who
was
recently
re

brought
to
the
county
jail.
His
first
While trying to make Portland in
whom he has become greatly attached.
leased
from
jail,
where
he
served
a
act
was
to
barricade
his
cell,
because,
Jack Dempsey, world’s heavyweight
He is ready to meet them again this the fog late Thursday night, the two- sentence of 90 days for larceny, was he said, “they were laying for him, to
season with a cordial welcome, and the masted schooner Odell ran ashore on given another 90-day sentence for Jp- kill him." Removed to another cell champion pugilist, in a statement to
House Island and at low tide was on
Salt Lake City newspapermen Friday
same will be accorded new comers.
he plugged the bowl so that water said he was unwilling to fight Jack
her beam ends, high and dry on the toxication.
For particulars phons 14-4 Lincoln ledges. Her head sails were carried
Donoman, Gardner, Jameson, Erick flooded the place, his excuse being Johnsien "or any other negro fighter."
ville.
away shortly before this mishap in a Hajgard and John Johnson were each that he wished to take a bath. He
"I will never light a colored man,”
Walter Lane also pulled down a section of water Dempsey said. "There is nothing to
squall of Half-Way Rock.
It is fined $10 and costs.
CAPT. E. B. RICHARDS
doubtful if she can be saved. Capt. was given 30 days in jail, from which pipe and battered the cell. Barstow this talk of me meeting Jack Johnson.
78tf
C. G. Hurd and his crew of two men he appealed and furnished sureties in was then transferred to the padded I am confident the public don't want
had no difficulty getting ashore. The the sum of $50. Henry Wertela, who cell in the police station. Medical this light and while I will govern my
schooner was bound to Boston from was placed on bail, failed to answer Examiner Crockett gave his opinion self to a large efctent according to the
Winterport with 130 tons of coke. when his case was called and his that the man was insane, and formal public wishes, I can’t see my way clear
She is owned by the Boston Ship bail in the sum of $50 was defaulted. proceedings were instituted by Turn to light Johnson or any other colored
HILL TOP INN
Philip Lester, Lewis Chandler and key Rokes. A hearing took place in man.
Brokerage Company.
Walter Ripley were arraigned for the sheriff’s office Friday, before Judge
. . . .
"1 will meet any one else that Kearns
WARREN, ME.
breaking and entering the store of L. Miller. Drs. Hill and Frohock after
Schooner William Bisbee arrived O. Handley at South Thomaston, and a careful examination, concurred in picks for me. Gibbons, I understand.
Sunday at Tenant's Harbor, in pass taking therefrom cash and merchan the opinion of Insanity. Selectman Is a good man, although 1 have never
seen him work. As I have drawn tho
age for Clark Island, to load paving
The Farm of Individuality for Philadelphia. Schooner Helvetia, dise of different kinds, and entered a Erskine of Jefferson said that the color line, 1 am free to say that I think
plea of "guilty.” Each was sentenced residents of Jefferson were afraid of Harry Wills is a great fighter, and
which recently discharged coal in San to the State School for Boys during the man, who is alleged to have threat
Domingo, has sailed from St. Mark his minority with an alternative sen ened to kill a person. County Attor who will whip the very best of them.
for Stamford, Conn., with a cargo of tence of 30 days in Jail. Sentence ney Cowan said he had been the As for Willard, I’ll light him any time
and lick him too.”
logwood.
Sunday Special
was suspended during good behavior, source of a great deal of trouble.

CHEER UP!

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

j and remanded to the custody of Proi bation Officer Clark for on$ year, to
report to him monthly on the first SatI urday of each month. Lester and
Chandler are each 14 years of age,
i and Ripley is 12.

REASONABLE RATES
Tel. Res. 292-J
tf
Shop opp. Blake Antique Store

CARL E. FREEMAN

■■■■HfflHHHmHI

OAKLAND PARK
LOBSTER LUNCHES A SPECIALTY.

T/wuA-a.ritLL'
^Webster’s
New Internatiomal
DICTIONARIES are in use by busi
ness men, engineers, bankers,
judges, architects, physicians,
farmers, teachers, librarians, cler
gymen, by tuccessful men and
women the world over.

Are You Equipped to Win?
The New International provides
the means to success. It is an all
knowing teacher, a universal ques
tion answerer.
If you seek efficiency and ad
vancement why not make daily
use of this vast fund of inform
ation?

SHIRTINGS
of all kinds, at all prices
Fine quality, Imported Scotch Madras, in a pleasing variety of
pretty patterns.
A large assortment of woven stripe Domestic Madras in every con
ceivable pattern.
"Connella?’ Flannel, a light weight, all wool fabric which it proving
very popular for Sport Clothes.
Five extremely pretty pieces of Japanese Cotton Crepe in solid
colors; white, blue, corn, green and gray.
An unusually fine piece of Silk Pongee in the natural shade at a
remarkably low price.
When you don't find what you want in Rockland why not try
Camden.

J. A. BREWSTER
Telephone 120.

Camden, Maine

Gov. Baxter Friday for the third
time nominated Howard Davies , of
Yarmouth for chairman of the Public
Utilities Commission. Twice the Ex
ecutive Council has refused to confirm
the nomination of Mr. Davies, one of
the most prominent members of the
Republican organization in the State.
The third nomination will be in line
for confirmation next Friday.

Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your inner life with a bit
of ooetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.

Regular and India-Paper Editions.
Write for speoen pages,
illustrations,

ABOU BEN ADHEM.

etc. Free, a

set of Pock<
Maps if y<
nama in is
paper.

c.&c.
MERRIAM
CO.,

TWILIGHT LEAGUE BASEBALL—At New Athletic Field
Five Nights Each Week

Springfield, Mu.,

Everyone should take a vacation and endeavor to
enjoy pleasant recreation in the mountains, country
or at the seashore. It is conductive to health and
strength.
We wish all of our friends and depositors a pleasant

vacation and cordially invite new accounts.

KNOX com ELECTRIC COMPANY

LOOKS LIKE DEADLOCK

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

400,000 Vocabulary Terms. 2700Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Colored Plates.
30,000 Geographical Subjects. 12,000
Biographical Entries.

BAND CONCERTS Wednesday Evenings and Sunday Afternoons,

THE PARK FOR PICNICS AND CHILDREN’S OUTINGS

The administrators of the estate of
the late Gov. Frederick H. Parkhurst,
who are Mrs. Dorothy H. Parkhurst,
widow, and Samuel Chester Reid
Parkhurst, son, have filed a petition
in bankruptcy, the papers having been
drawn up on June 28 by Ryder &
Simpson, attorneys for the estate, and
filed in the probate court on July 6.
The petition as filed shows debts
amounting to $207,456.83 and assets of
$27,227 not including firm assets.

The Merchant
WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE

IS

In the Standstill Class

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Hie Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Abou Ben Adhem (may his tribe Increase!)
Awoke "nt- night from a deep dream of peace,
And saw within the moonlight in his room,
Making it rich and like a lily in bloom,
An angel writing In a book of gold:
Exceeding |ic:ic. hid made Ben Adhem bold,
And to the presence in the room he said,
“What writest thou?” The vision raised its
in - <I.

And, with a look made of all sweet accord.
Answered, “The names of those who love the

Lord."

“And is mine one?” said Abou. "Nay, not
so,”
Replied the angel. Abou spoke more low,
But cheerly still, and said. “I pray thee, then.
Write ine as one that loves his fellow-men.”
The angel wrote, aud vanished. The next
n ;.i_h r

It came again, with a great wakening light,
And showed the names whom love of God had
ti.i ised—

I.i MEMBER FEDERAL "RESERVE SYSTEM',;!

And lo 1 Ben Adhem’s name led all the rest 1

—Leigh Hunt,

Page Two
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CHAUTAUQUA OPENS
Everybody Delighted. At Au

Rockland, Maine, July 12. 1921
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of July 9,
1921, there was printed a total of 5845 copies
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

spicious Beginning.—The
Junior P-raid Takes Place
Tonight.

Sixth Day

9 0# Junior Chautauqua ...................................
2 39 Junior Pageant: “The Cruise of die Jol
lity" ........................ Junior Boys and Girls
3 99 Indian Entertalnmenl .............................
........................ Princesa Nacoomee Company
8 99 Indian Music ............................................
........................ Princess Nacoomee Company
8.45 Lecture: “Up from Savagery '..................
................................................... Chief Tahan
(Hours subject to change by special announce
ment.)

Advertises Well

Former Emperor William is in con
flict with the municipal council at
Doom over the question of paying
local taxes, and the pressure of the
law is threatened to enforce payment.
He contends -that the municipality is
not entitled to demand the tax levied
against him because he came to Hol
land “unwillingly” and is practically
held a prisoner, therefore he is not
liable to taxation like a free citizen,
lie has also protested against the in
come tax. If Bill succeeds in getting
anything off his income tax we would
like to hear from him how he does it.
It is well that the press of this
country is widely commenting on the
failure of the English mine strike.
Probably no country has ever faced a
more determined assault by the radi
cal element and survived. The defeat
of the strikers means industrial free
dom for England for many years in
the future. And it will have a most
beneficial effect in this country if the
facts are presented to every citizen
and their full import taken to heart.

A light-hearted vacation can’t be yours if you’ve the sneaking
feeling that you are not dressed right. The wrong clothes, or
the lack of the right ones, can ruin a whole Summer.

OLD

He Was a Poor

Poet—She Was

Rockland Plans To Close July in a Blaze of Glory—•
Street Carnival, Athletics, Muster, Floral Parade and
Mardi Gras on the Program.

Community Chautauqua

vice president, Margaret Crandon,
second vice
president, Mrs. H. V.
Tweedie; secretary, Mrs. Elizabeth
The annual district meeting of the Duncan; treasurer. Mrs. Maud Colcord;
People's
W. F. M. S. of the M. E. church was superintendent of Young
held in Camden June 27, with a very Work, Mrs. Charles Merritt; superin
helpful program. The afternoon de tendent of Christmas Gifts, Mrs. Ella
votion was led by Mrs. B. W. Russell. i Lurvey; superintendent of TemperThe address of welcome was by Mrs. anee and Missions, Mrs. Sarah BramMaggie Shepherd and the Membership hall.
Marshal address by Mrs. Minnie Miles.
A large number of memberships from
A carload of paper brought by the
Rockland, Thomaston and Camden Maine Central, was transferred to
were reported. A delegation of 10 The Courier-Gazette's basement Sat
came from Searsport for the evening urday by Fred M. Blackington and
session and all greatly enjoyed the fine crew. Mr. Blackington had one of
address given by Laura Chase of his hands jammed so severely that a
Tokio, Japan; also the solo and duet small bone in the wrist was broken.
by local talent. Officers were elected: Tlte rolls averaged between 700 and
President, Mrs G. M. Luwrence; first 800 pounds, and there were 60 of 'em.

MISSION WORKERS.

With the
RED LINE
xound the to

More fishermen are wearing
Goodrich Rubber Boots today
than ever before.

The reason for this tremendous
increase in users is simple—
Goodrich wears longer than
other boots, and fishermen have
found it out. Naturally, when a
man buys a pair of Goodrich
“Hi-Press” and they last so
much longer and are so much
more comfortable, and so ma
terially cut down that big foot
wear bill — he’s going to tell his
friends.
More and more fishermen are
finding out that Goodrich won’t
leak,peel or come apart—it can’t,
for it is made in One Solid Piece that’s the Goodrich way.

The b.f.Goodrich Rubber Company

J. F. Gregory Sons Company

COMING.'

“The Cinderella Man”

Hie right outfit is here at the bottom price.

This is Chautauqua Week and all
ways lead to the big brown tent on the
corner of Union and Limerock streets.

WEEK

Say, we re getting to be regular sports here in Rockland!
Not content with a first class Fourth of July celebration we are
How did it all
to close the month with an Old Home Week, in which there
turn out?
will be all the popular features of former years, with lots of
new quirks and an abundance of pep.
The Community Carnival Association, which is the out
See the Big Comedy-Drama
growth of last year's Old Home Week, is to have charge of this
Production of
season’s festivities, the exact dates of which are July 25-30,
inclusive. The officers of this Association are:
President—Glenn A. Lawrence.
Vice President—Arthur B. Crockett.
Treasurer—Arthur L. Orne.
Secretary—Roy L. Knowlton.
Executive Committee—E. B. MacAllister, E. S. Levensaler and A. C. McLoon.
Recognizing the fact that it is the merchants who always
contribute most heavily for these public entertainments, and
desiring their heartiest co operation the Community Carnival
Association will bend its efforts to bringing the largest possible
number of visitors into the city on Old Home Week. The
merchants will be asked to make it a bargain week, so that the
out of town people will have a double object in coming here.
It is probable that a special advertising edition will be issued.
Following is the tentative program for Old Home Week:
Monday—Street Carnival, day and evening.
Tuesday—Afternoon, Band Concert; evening, Street
Dance; and Street Carnival, day and evening.
Wednesday—Merchants’ Day, with Athletic Sports on
or near Main Street; evening, Street Dance; Street Carnival,
day and evening.
Presented by a Cast of Broadway Players, With Special
Thursday—Firemen’s Muster; evening Street Dance;
Scenery, on
Street Carnival day and evening.
Friday—Floral Parade and Mardi Gras Festival; evening
the Fifth Day at
Street Dance; Street Carnival, day and evening.
Saturday—Street Carnival, day and evening.
The chairmen of the several committees are: Carnival,
E. B. MacAllister; Merchants’ Day, R. L. Knowlton; Mardi
Don’t Miss Thia Delightful Play
Gras Festival, William, W. Case; Music and Street Dances,
See Programs for List of Other Attractions
John L. Donahue; Athletics, A. C. McLoon; Floral Parade,
G. W. Smith; Firemen’s Muster, Mayor Thorndike, Chief En
A WEEK’S VACATION OF FOUR
gineer W. S. Pettee and Ex-Chief Albert R. Havener.
The Street Carnival which is showing in Bangor this
TEEN BIG EVENTS FOR $2.50.
week, is a six-tent show, with Ferris Wheel and 30 conces
The Greatest Entertainment Value in America
sions. It carries 250 people.
The Old Home Week celebration will be advertised in
Season Tickets: Adults, $2.50; Children (6 to 12), $1.25
Knox, Lincoln, Waldo and Hancock counties.
Further details will appear in the local newspapers from
The Community Chautauqua is to have its regular session time to time.
in Rockland week of July I 1-17.

Look for the Red Line ’round the
top when you buy.60,000 dealers
are now selling Goodrich.

Maine automobilists who insist on
increasing the uncertainties of motor
ing by fortifying themselves with
booze will notice that the State
authorities mean business in the en
forcement of the very stringent laws
in that connection. Knox County has
had its first taste of what the law
means.

HOME

An Heiress

You don’t need so many things but certain suits,
a certain outfit, is necessary to make a perfect
season.
Straw hats $5.00, $4.00.
Two-piece suits $1 8.00.
Light weight suits $35.00.
White trousers, $10.00.
Sport coats, $15.00
Sport shirts; plain colors, soft collars attached
$2.50.
Shirts of silk; price$7.5O.
Madras and percales $1.50 to $4.50.
Special Summer socks; prices 25c to $1.50.
Athletic underwear; prices 95c to $1.50.
Pajamas; prices $2.50 to $5.00.

Every-Other-Day

CUAOWViMEjS'WlOM’TlME

* e • •

Community Chautauqua was late in
Not often in a lifetime will you find
MATRIMONIALLY INCLINED.
arriving yesterday, but with the as so many kinds of ability crowded into
a single Chautauqua session. Anne
sistance of sturdy local volunteers the Varner Baker is a clever chalk-artist,
The Courier-Gazette delights to find
big tent was quickly raised and the clay modeler, yentriloquist, character
itself the frequent medium of com
patrons found everything prepared for impersonator, and originator of a dis
munication between persons and in
their comfort when the evening per tinct novelty, "The Animated Doll."
terests widely separated. From all
Then there is the wonderful boy so
formance began.
prano, Master Winslow Monroe Rouse,
over the lot,—from the Atlantic to the
A very large audience gave its ap from Trinity Church. Boston. Also
Pacific, the North Pole to the Gulf,
proval to the Syracuse Varsity Quar Pearl Gonser. who charms as a singer,
from Greenland's icy mountains to
tet, which injected the true college vim harpist and pianist. And Charlotte deIndia’s coral strand—correspondents
Volt, a concert violinist. The Arlons
into a popular program of vocal and
will entertain twice on the second day.
write to find out about things, or to
instrumental program.
A genuine New England atmosphere
get word to somebody that otherwise
The P raid was postponed until to pervades the program of music, songs
than through these widely circulated
night, owing to the late arrival of the and stories of the New Englanders
columns they would be unable t/>
who come for the third day. Anna
Chautauqua forces, and the fact that
Eichhorn will play the violin, Florence
reach. Always the communications
the local assistant was obliged to be Hale will sing and Rose Walsh will
are interesting, sometimes they are out of town.
present character readings.
Their
strikingly unique. Last week's mail
Features of today’s program will be costumes—the quaintness of their pro
the
boy
singer
with
the
Arion
enter

brought two of these.
grain — its originality — brings the
“A lonely sailor," (thus one of them tainers. and Sherman Rogers’ lecture charm of New England close to your
at 8.45.
reads,) ‘‘is desirous of communicating, The sheriff who appeared in the heart.
with some of Rockland’s nice girls"— famous Way Down East picture is a
Brush the great. Brush the clever,
and the ‘‘lonely sailor" supplies his member of the cast in "The Cinderella
Brush the mysterious Brush is also on
Great Lakes address, “thanking” us Man Friday.”
It was erroneously stated in Sat the Wednesday bill. Brush is a born
"in advance.” From a Connecticut
urday’s issue that dues in the Rock- magician, and for more than 20 years
town this request is preferred:
land Chaptauqua Association were he has been studying, working and
“My dear Editor: Could you find a $10 a year. That payment constitutes 1 hearing the applause of thousands of
mystified, satisfied, jollified audiences.
nice young lady for me up in your life membership.
town for my wife and she would have
The program for the balance of the When Brush opens his boxes of tricks
happiness is king.
a nice home and every thing that she week follows:
The International Concert Party is
wanted. I had a nice one but we were
Second Day.
composed of four artists—Etta S.
married only 5 months. I would like 9 on Junior Chautauqua ..................................
a good Maine one and a good cook as 2 39 Novelty Entertainment. .Arion Entertainers Bradley of Boston, dramatic soprano;
8 «« Novelty Prelude ......... Arion Entertainers Ben Redden also of Boston, operatic
my dear mother w
from Waldoboro. 8.45
Lecture: "Quit Passing tile Buck"..........
tenor; Harry D. Newcomb. Canadian
She wants me to find a good wife like
........................................... Sherman Rogers baritone of All Saints Cathedral at
the other one I had. so will you please
Third Day.
Halifax, Nova Scotia; ami William
oblige me and try to find me one from 9 0# Junior Chautauqua .,..............................
Haddon. the eminent Swedish concert
18 years and over. In ease you find 30 Popular Musical Program.........................
...................................... The New Englanders
one please tell her to send her address 8.00 Concert ..................... The New Englanders pianist with gems from the most popu
lar operas on the fourth day.
a? soon as possible and I will answer 8.30 Magic, Mirth and Mystery (Children's
Everybody wants to hear Strickland
Night! ................................ Brush the Great
tt.”
Gillilan, America’s foremost humorist
Fourth Day.
Junior Chautauqua ..................................
—author of the famous line, "Off Agin
Almost a billion dollars of unpaid 92 00
30 Instrumental-Vocal Concert ...................
On Agin, Gone Agin, Finnigin.’’ Like
........................ International Concert Party
interest on the foreign debt was one of
all true humorists back of his fun lies
8.00 Concert Prelude ......................................
the legacies bequeathed to the Hard
........................ International Concert Party a thought and a purpose. Mr. Gillilan's
Humorous Lecture: "Just Between Our
poems and stories are published in
ing administration by the retiring 8 45 selves"
...........................Strickland Gillilan leading newspapers and magazines.
Democrats. Plans for the payment of
Filth Day.
He will be on the Thursday program.
that huge sum must be worked out 9 00 Junior Chautauqua ..................................
"Mother Lake” she is called, will lec
2.30 Lecture: "The Divine Rights of the
together with an effective policy tow
Child" ................................ Leonora M Lake ture on the fifth day on “The Divine
Dramatic Production: "The Cinderella
Rights of the Child.” Her influence is
ard the principal of the debt, amount 8.00 Man."
or "The Sign of the Cross," with
« special scenery and selected cast of New helping to make better parents of bet
Ing to over $10,000,000,000. Secretary
ter children.
York players
Mellon says that inquiries have been
received from several of the debtor
countries regarding the attitude of the
FROM PICTOU TO PANAMA.
United States toward the interest pay
ments. and that he has told all of them
that they must pay up. Republicans The Venturesome Journey Which Is Being Made By
of Congress and the executive branch
“Three Men in a Boat.”—Were Here Yesterday.
are determined that interest payments
shall be kept up to date in the future,
How Would you like to sail from several of the Snow vessels. His com
and that the principal shall be re
funded in such a way as to make cer Pictou, N. S., to Panama, in a boat panion’s are Joseph Maloney and
James Campbell.
tain of its eventual repayment to the which measures only 8 feet, 6 inches
They will derive revenue from the
United States, while at the same time on the keel, and, which has no other sale of post cards and the conclusion
showing all proper consideration to protection than Nature’s blue ceiling? of their voyage will probably set
That’s the mission of three men who forth tjic-ir highly interesting experi
the financial situation in each of the
arrived
at this port Sunday forenoon ences in book form.
debtor nations.
At each port they visit they call at
in a little double-sider called the the custom house (if there is one)
A down-pour of meteors on the sun, Pictou, said to be the smallest craft getting a signed statement from the
Increasing its radiation and effective that ever cleared from a Canadian collector. They also obtain the signa
surface temperature, is the explanation custom house. The boat measures 16 tures of the mayors and presidents
of these occasional days of fiercest feet over and sports a tiny mainsail, of the chambers of commerce, it this
manner getting an authentic record of
heat according to Government As which has a 6-foot hoist, a 7-foot gaff their progress. They also report by
tronomer See.
“Since a mass of and a 12-foot beam. The craft weighs telegraph each night to the Halifax
meteoric matter greater than our moon only 137 pounds, and was exhibited in newspapers.
"We have covered the worst part of
is failing into the sun every century
several Canadian theatres in the early- our journey already," said Capt. Scott,
he says, "it is very improbable that stages of the journey.
having reference to the passage across
the downpour proceeds at a uniform
The Pictou left the port of that name the irritable Bay of Fundy. "The rest
rate. If it comes in gusts under the May 11 of the present year, and it is of it is only a picnic," he told The
actions of the chief planets, Jupiter the intention of the voyageurs to be in Courier-Gazette reporter.
Well, maybe it is a picnic, but the
and Saturn, now near conjunction and Panama 18 months from that date. three men are subjected to all sorts
seen together in the evening sky, then The skipper is Wallace Scott of of weather, and are often drenched to
we should have sudden increases of Chelsea, Mass, who for three seasons tlte skin. We have decided that if we
the sun’s radiation. This is a suf commanded J. M. Paine’s yacht Elaine, ever travel from Pictou to Panama it
and who has sailed out of Rockland will be by the more conventional
ficient explanation of the unprecedent on the Schooner American Team and method.
edly hot summer." Well, we knew it
must be something.
After the delegation from the Japa
JOHN BROWN'S GRAVE.
nese House of Representatives have
In response to the inquiry in this completed their tour of the United
The Man Who
States, they should be able to convince!
column (see Saturday’s issue) as to
their
fellow
nationals
at
home
of
the
;
the burial place of Old John Brown.
utter futility of making war upon j
Advertises
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie of Rockland in
forms The Courier-Gazette that the America. Nothing is so impressive to |
grave is at Harper’s Ferry; that she an inteligent foreigner as to the ex- i
Wisely
has repeatedly visited the monument tent and variety of our industries and
erected above it and that the inscription natural resources.
upon the monument can be read by
passengers on the Baltimore & Ohio
Bluebird Corn packed by Medomak
railroad traveling between Harper’s Canning Co. Try it.
GStf
Ferry and her former home in Cum
berland, Md. This ought to be con
clusive. We shall hope to receive
further information with respect to
the monument at Manset about which
our correspondent wrote.

1 -
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makes old homes new!
HEN plastered ceilings begin to crack
and sag—it is time to make them new
with Upson Board!

W

Upson Board is the nearest perfect lining! It
makes walls and ceilings that should last as
long as the building.
It is "refined lumber,”
being simply shredded wood fibre compressed
into big, sturdy panels.
Upson Board is not like other wall-boards—it
is nearly twice as strong, stiffer, easier to cut
and handle.
That is why we recommend it
and put our own good name behind every panel.

It’s not expensive!
Here is the approximate cult o( the IJpeon Board (or
the average cekn.g—labor and trim not included.

Goodrich
Hi-Press

Rubber Footwear

Living-room
Dining-room
Kitchen
Bed-room

(12x16)

(12x12)
(10x12)
(10x12)

910.7$
8.00
6.75

6.7$

Telephone us today for samples 1

W. H. GLOVER CO., ROCKLAND

The ubove advertisement appear « m four colors on the back cover of
the Literary Digest for July (>th.

(Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 12, 1921

Evecy-Oth«r-Day

DRAWN WITH MASTER HAND

Calk of toe Cown
80HIR8 NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!

July 11-16—Community Chautauqua In Rock

land.

July 16—(Baseball) Rockland vs. Togus, at
Oakland Park
July 20—Rubinstein Club picnic at Brown’s
Cottage, Crescent Beach.
July 23-30—Rockland Community Carnival
Week.
July 27—Thomaston : Knox Memorial benefit.
July 27—Gen Knox’s birthday to be cele
brated by the I) A It
Aug. 2—Annual Field Day of Knox County
Aug. 3—Thomaston, Baptist church circle
hold their summer sale.
O. E. S. at Penobscot View Grange hall.
Aug. 16—Public Auction or property and as
sets of East Coast Companies in this city.
Aug. 23-26—Field-day meeting of naturalists
at Knox Arboretum.
Aug. 27—Knox Pomona Field Meeting at
Union Fair Grounds.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Announcing their

Annual Display and Sale
of

FINE FURS

A subscriber asks who was post
master of Rockland during the Civil
War period. Miles C. Andrews.

Miss Celia Jones who has been
teacher of sciences in Rockland High
School will not return in the fall,
having other plans in view.
She i3
now at her home in Warren.

Deputy Marshal W. J. Fernald is
having his annual vacation, a con
siderable portion of which he will
spend at Barber Elwell’s rest room
over the W. H. Glover Co.’s office.
Special Office!* Simmons, who has
been substituting for Patrolman Niles
will covfcr Mr. Fernald’s beat.
i

The seats in the Tyler school build
ing h|ve been varnished and the
basement has been whitewashed and
placed in sanitary condition.
Other
school buildings will receive attention,
so far as an appropriation of
$2500 can do it. The Crescent street
building is next In order.

Beautiful Wraps and Wrap Coats of Hudson Seal trimmed
with either Skunk, Squirrel, or Japanese Marten.

Wraps also of Squirrel, Mole, Persian, and Caracul.
Coats of Beaver, Nutria, Caracul, Persian Lamb, Hudson

Seal, Muskrst, and all the wanted furs.

SPECIAL
fit

We are showing the largest and finest lot of new Raccoon
Coats ever shown in this section, at less than prewar prices.
Every coat has been personally selected, and we guarantee

every garment to give absolute satisfaction.

A coon coat is

certainly as needed in the winter as a pair of gloves, and if you
are contemplating having one for next season, why not select

it now? Let us put it in storage, and when you are reqdy for it
The delicious odor of sweet peas
permeated the editorial rooms yester
day, thanks to the kindness of Mrs.
John Conary of 24 James street, who
brought us a line sample from her at
tractive garden, where sweet peas have
been in bloom a fortnight.
The school house coal bins are
being filled In anticipation of winter,
which is altogether too near for com
fort. It requires about 275 tons to
keep the scholars comfortable. When
that new gymnasium is built it may be
possible to discard artificial heat.

Many Rockland people are enjoying
tinker mackerel, one of the best deli
cacies that the fish markets affprd.
The bays and inlets of the Maine
coast are said to be swarming with
the little fish—the first run in five
years.

you are sure of a fine garment. If you wait, you have to

take what is left over. Tho price will positively not be any
lower, but probably will be higher as the season advances.
We will be more than pleased to show these garments to

you.
Ws have all sizes snd all lengths.

David Goldberg, Morris Goldberg,
William I. Siff and Louis Goldberg
left Sunday on an automobile trip to
Montreal, and will return via Niagara
Fails. They planned to occupy a week
with the journey but were quite willing
to extend the time limit.
Miss Elsie Maxey, who has beet*,
clerking for the Maine Seed & Hor
ticultural Co., has entered the employ
of Fuller-Cobb-Davis as cashier.

The Industrial Accident Commission'
will hold several hearings in the
municipal court room Thursday.

In some of the larger cities a vigor
ous drive is being made for the re
July is not generally supposed to be
turn of 5-ce.nt soda, and in several a sickly month, but the Burpee un
places a reduction of prices has al dertakers have handled 14 deaths in
ready been made. Well, the war IS the past week.
over.
J. Fred Bradley, formerly chef at
The-facetious "State Chqt" writer in the Thorndike Hotel, died in a Presque
the Lewiston Journal admits that Isle hospital Sunday.
The remains
there are some things that he doesn't will be brought to this city, and
know. The following item is clipped funeral services will be held at 132
from Saturday’s edition: “'Leroy D. Park street, Oscar Delheim’s resi
Perry of the postolfice staff dislo dence, Thursday at 2 p. m. The burial
cated one of his shoulders while
111 be In Friendship.
dressing. The services of three doc
tors were required to get him back
Dr. George L. Crockett has been re
in form,' says the Rockland CourierGazette. Wc pass along this puzzle. appointed medical examiner for Knox
How do you account for it? The only county. This was an easy selection
suggestion we have, to date, is that for Gov. Baxter, who could not have
he must have been putting on his made a better choice. As medical ex
trousers over his head merely to aminer Dr. Crockett is promptly on
demonstrate the all-around superiority the job, and leaves no stone unturned.
He fully appreciates the fine compli
of sex,”
ment which Gov. Baxter paid him in
At tonight’s meeting of the Carpen a personal letter notifying him of his
ters' Union there will be an installa appointment.
tion of these officers: President, W.
The golf kickers’ contest at the
H. Maxey, Jr.; vice president, Austin
Gardiner; F. S., Walter S. Morton; Country Club Saturday afternoon had
treasurer, William F. Simmons: R. S„ a large number of entries and ended
L. C. Ames; conductor, John Kelley; in a tie between three players—M. E.
warden, George Watson; trustee, Wotton, Ray Duff and Earle McIn
Austin Smith. Refreshments will be tosh, who divided the golf ball prizes
tiy drawing lots.
served.

The hardest working hotel proprl
etor in Maine this week, and for sexeral weeks, will be L. B. Smith of
Wessaweskeag Inn, South Thomaston
who in addition to his multitudinous
duties as “mine host" has just
tackled 30 acres of the finest mowing
land the writer has seen in & long
time. When not making hay Mr
Smith is cultivating three large gar
dens and attending to 12 head of
stock—but never too busy for a genial
chat with any friend.
The Hand Work Shop, which was
opened yesterday at 74 '4 Karl: street
by Mrs. Pearl Hall and Miss Ka'.hleen
Singhi, will make an interesting ap
peal, both to those who possess
ability in needle-work and other ar
tistic lines, and to buyers who like
to find things that are marked by In
dividual taste and skill, in preference
to the multiplied products of the fac
tory. The Hand Work Shop invites
local artists in any line to send in
things for sale. The opening exhi
bition contains many beautiful pieces
and novelties in embroideries, sheets,
pillow-cases,
laces,
handkerchiefs
aprons, etc., addressed in particular to
the feminine taste. The two young
women whose ambition has led them
to make this experiment deserve the
co-operation of producers and buyers
and a success which their own taste
jn these matters justly tnerits.

Quality the beet.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

There will be a meeting of the
The Junior Girls’ Club will meet
Woman’s Auxiliary of Winslow-Hol Wednesday afternoon at 4 o’clock
brook Post at the‘Post rooms Wed with Jessie Francis. AH members are
nesday evening at 7.30. Full attend asked to be present.
ance is requested as business is to
be transacted.
The cottagers at Crescent Beach
ppreciate the mail service arranged
Past Exalted Ruler W. W, Case for the summer. The stage now goes
receivod a letter yesterday from Fred through on each trip.
J. Simonton, who was on his way to
Los Angeles, as a representative to
There will be the regular meeting of
the Grand Lodge from Rockland the Rockland Encampment Wednes
Lodge of Elks. "We were entertained day night, with work in the Royal
very nicely by the lodges in Chicago Purple degree.
and Kansas City,” writes Mr. Simoriton, "It whs very hot in Chicago,
Only one more picking of straw
thermometers registering 96 in the berries," reports O. W. CUrrier of Ap
shade. I am enjoying the trip very pleton. who brought a supply to town
much; it is a very jolly bunch that I this morning before most of us were
am traveling with.”
up.
The A. L. A. (American Legal As
sociation) has placed a service car in
commission between Rockland and
Belfast, with auto mechanic T, C.
Fissette in charge. Free service is
given to motorists who are held up by
any sort of trouble pertaining to
motor cars. There are 54 such cars
in operation in New England this
year, and the service will cost the
A. L. A. $80,000, it is said. Through
the efforts of State Manager W. A.
Small the membership of the A. L. A.
has been largely increased of late, and
it was also through his influence
that the service car has been installed.

Page Three

The finance committee of the City
Government and citizens’ schoolhouse
ommlttee were to have had a session
last night, but owing to absence from
the city of A. S. Littlefield, who had
drawn up the financial plan, no action
was taken. It is the legal status of
this plan which is to be considered
before the city commits itself to a
definite building project.
Another
meeting will be called later in the
week.

Wonderful things may be accom
plished on a compact 29x29 electric
range, providing it is a Universal. This
Is being successfully demonstrated in
the Knox County Electric Co.’s build
ing at The Brook by Miss Marion
Zcmer, who is here until Friday morn
ing in the interest of Wetmore & Sav
age, Boston. The demonstration will
be continued Friday and Saturday in
Camden. It is claimed that the Uni
versal electric range can cook 10 per
cent quicker- than any other electric
range and that anything can be ac
complished on it that can he done on a
full sized cooking range or on a gas
range. Most delicious are the pastry
and other cooking effects with which
Miss Zcmer is convincing the public.
Don't forget those delicious chicken
dinners at Oakland Park every Sun
day.—adv.
(

CENTRAL MAINE PETITION

Walter Scott’s Portraits of the Paet a
Notable Contribution to Eng
lish Literature.
----- /
No wonder that Walter Scott, who,
having shown the world in the Min
strelsy and the Lay that he was ed
itor and poet, and being himself a
novel reader, should be utterly dissat
isfied with the quality of the existing
supply. The Frpnch Revolution, dis
tinguished by its leveling principle and
action, had ended in substituting a
feudal empire for an effete monarchy;
and even when Napoleon was redivldIqg Europe Into kingdoms and princi
palities for his family and hls follow
ers, there had sprung up—or rather
revived—a deep devotion to the chiv
alry which had done so much in the
past, and whose traditions had In
grafted grace into history and breathed
reality into song.
To this feeling, this principle, Scott
had ministered In his poems; and now,
acknowledged head of the romantic
school, he resolved to extend its lim
its, beyond the ballad to the narrative
poem and use prose as the more suit
able medium. He strove to delineate
the past as It seemed in the eyes of
men who were dubious of the present
and afraid of the future—noble, state
ly, glittering and gay, with the pulse of
life ever beating to heroic measures.
Hls view of feudalism In “The Talis
man,” “Ivanhoe" and “The Fair Maid
of Perth" was not the cnricature a
few preceding authors had drawn, but
a portrait—faithful. If idealized.—
Robert Shelton Mackenzie.

DEAL JUSTLY WITH CHILDREN

THE LAST WEEK
OF OUR

USED INSTRUMENT SALE
that we have taken in exchange for Brunswick Phonographs: )
1—1150 Victrola Cabinet Phonograph for $100.00
good as new
1—$175 Starr Phonograph for $75.00
not a scratch on it
1—Charmaphone Cabinet Phonograph for $15.00

1—$32.50 Columbia Graphonola Oak finish for
$18.00; new

1—$36 Charmaphone Table Phonograph for $7.00

1—Violin, old enough to vote, age unknown for
$25.00

1—$150 Columbia Graphonola Walnut finish for
$85.00; new
1—$165 Columbia Graphonola Mahogany finish
$90.00; new
1—$120 Columbia Graphonola Walnut finish for
$75.00; new

2000—Columbia and Victor Records, 50 cents
each

V. F. STUDLEY
283 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

THE SATURDAY GAMES g

Togus Found Rockport Easy
and Will Tackle Stronger
Tteam Next Saturday.
The strong semi-professional team
from Togus came to Oakland Park
Saturday and found easy picking in
the Rockport team.
Fourteen hits
were made off McCloud in six innings,
and all of them were earned except
the one in the third inning which was
the result of three successive errors.
Boynton finished the game, holding
the team from the Soldiers' Home ti>
a solitary hit.
Brennan, the former Cony High
pitcher, was in the box for Togus and
five doubles were made off him. He
had almost perfect support, however,
and three of the two-sackers were
futile.
The game was quite the reverse
of Interesting, but Togus is coming
again next Saturday to tackle Man
ager Wotton’s Rockland team, which
is expected to make a much better
showing, even If the Togus team does
have its star pitcher in the box.
Saturday's score:
Togus ..5 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 0—12
Rockport 3 0000200 0— 5
Base hits, Togus 15, Rockport 8.
Errors, Togus 1, Rockport 5. Twobase hit* Davidson, Burke, Thomas,
Daucette, Magee 2, Larson. Bases on
balls, off Brennan 3. Struck out, by
Brennan 9, by McLoud 6, by Boynton
1. Umpires. Major (Dr.) Hayden of
Togus and James Sullivan of Rock
land.

Vinalhaven

SEND MONEY ORDER OR CHECkI
FOR PARCEL POST ORDERS

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main St. Rocklar.d, Maine

EVERYTHINB IN FOOTWEAR
ANO NEVER UNDERSOLD

8.30 A. M.
9.00 A. M.
Building a Concrete House.
2.30 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
An English engineer Is building one
piece concrete house walls with a cen North Haven, •tonington and Swan’s
Island
tral air space by erecting the core first
10.00 A. M.
100 P. M.
and moving the outer mold upward as
Matinicus and Crishavsn
the concrete Is poured.
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
6.00 P. M.
7.00 A. M.
Castine and Dark Harbor
10.00 A. M.
9.30 A. M.
4.30 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
Rockville and West Rockport
7.30 A. M.
12.15 P. M.
Lobster and Chicken
Ash Point and Owl’s Head
7.45 A. M.
11.30 A. >1.
Dinners
3.30 P. M.
3.30 P. M.
South Thomaston, Clark Island,

OAKLAND PARK

SUNDAY

6—Organs, make us an offer

We must dispose of these goods at some price as we intend to run Bruns
wick Phonographs and Records exclusive, the best on the market.
The Francis Bacon line of Pianos one of the oldest makes in the country
on the market since Washington's first administration.
All the latest song hits in sheet music for 25 cents.
Free Auto Delivery.
Freight paid to any point in Maine.
All the latest player piano rolls.
Cash or easy terms.

$2.98

$1.98

2—Upright Pianos for $150 each
2—Grand Square Pianos almost your own price

A petition was filed Wednesday by
the Central Maine Power Co. with
the Public Utilities Commission seek
ing authority to transfer to the com
pany several subsidiary cqmpanies of
which the parent company has for a
considerable time owned all the stock.
The companies named in the petition
are: Knox County Electric Co.; Ken
nebec Gas and Fuel Co.; Yarmouth
Electric Co.; Maine Power Corpora
tion: Oxford Electric C.: Winthrop
& Wayne Light and Power Co.; and
Readfield Light and Power Co. Since
the stock of these companies has
been owned by the Central Maine
The Navlpendulum.
Power Co. the step now contemplated
One of the problems which naval
is merely of the consolidation that al
ready exists.
architects have to confront Is the roll
ing of a ship on the waves, and the
The Hawken vs. Richards case “navlpendulum” Is an Invention for
has been dismissed from Law Court dealing with It experimentally.
for want of prosecution. This prob
The apparatus consists of two
ably means the end of the lawsuits parts: A plate to which a motion cor
resulting from the near riot on the responding to that of a portion of the
Midway, Tillson avenue, three years
surface of a wave is Imparted, and a
ago.
pendulum of a peculiar shape which
rolls upon the moving plate in the man
DIED
ner of a vessel supported by water.
Studley—West Warren. July 7, Lew 13 StudThe same pendulum can be made
ley
Pillsbury—Rockland. July 10, Delora Pills
to represent different vessels of given
bury, aged 81 years. 2 months and " days. Fu
size and shape by adding or removing
neral Wednesday. 2 p. m. at the residence.
ST. GEORGE ODD FELLOWS.
Rogers—Rockland. July 11, Adeline E , wife artificial resistance to the oscillatory
of John Rogers, aged 56 years Funeral Wed
motion.
Debt On New Hall Has Been Wiped
nesday, at 2 p in.
Hamilton—Rockland, July 11, Clinton J
This Instrument has been employed
Out and Thay'll Celebrate.
Hamilton, aged 57 years, 5 months and 3 days. to study the rolling of the Italian bat
Funeral at Burpee undertaking parlors Friday
St George Lodge of Odd Fellows
tleships as well as those of other
at 10 a m Burial In West Harpswell.
Bradley—Presque Isle. July 10, J. Fred
plans a general good time for next
Bradley, formerly of Rockland, aged about 42 countries.
years Funeral Thursday, 2 p m., at 132 Park
Friday evening, when there will be a
street. Burial in Friendship
Do Well Without Meat
supper and dance to celebrate the
Less than a third of the world's final payment of notes on the lodge
CARD OF THANKS.
The members of the C F Burgess V. F. A. population gets what we should call property.
of Rockport. Maine, extend their hearty thanks three good meals a day, yet the work
St. George Lodge was Instituted in
to the Senator Baxter V. F A of Bath, for its
generous hospitality and sportsmanlike treat ing capabilities of the, from our point April, 1895, through Its mother lodge.
ment of their company during thetr trip to and of view, underfed continents of Asia Knox of Rockland, and occupied
participation In the muster at Topsham, July
Then,
and Africa will compare very well with Rawley’s hall the first year.
4, 1921.
G. F. Burgess V F. A. by Van Russell, Pres , either Europe or America. The aver when funds were available, the lodge
built a new hall. The structure, was
Isaac E. Upham, Foreman.
*
age annual meat consumption of the
burned a few years later. With good
world Is 39 pounds a head, yet both the courage the Three-Linkers started
CARO OF THANKS.
We wish to extend to our neighbors and Australian and the American eat nearer on a new home as soon as possible, apd
friends our sincere gratitude for their many 180 pounds per head, and the Eqgllsh- now have a well furnished, electrically
acts of kindness and sympathy In our recent
bereavement and for the beautiful floral nian Is not far behind with about 120 lighted hall which cost approximately
tributes
$6000, and which the members feel
pounds.
Mrs Ida F Barrows. Farolin S. Barrows,
proud to say is now their unencum
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton.
bered property.
Rockville, Me.
Criticizes Uss of Oil.
All Odd Fellows, with their wives
Dr. White of the United States ge and friends are most ordially invited
CARD OF THANKS.
ological survey has declared It “no to take part in Friday night's jolli
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends
who extended to us so many acts of kindness less than an economic crime to use oil fication; Knox Lodge and its friends
during our recent bereavement.
under boilers ns fuel,” because the sup are also invited.
Mrs Warren Marshall, Mr and Mrs. Rav
ply of oil was so rapidly declining In
mrtnd Simonton, Mr. and Mrs Clarence Lam
son.
.
the United States and elsewhere and
SUMMER LOCAL MAILS
because it would soon be “a very seri
ous problem as to getting the neces Time of Their Closing snd Arrival At
The Rockland Postoffice. All Mailt
sary amount of lubricants—which Is
Standard Time.
really the most Important part of the
rock oil business."
See The
“Train Mails” include all the towns
on the line of the Knox A Lincoln,
Symbolism of Animals.
OXFORDS and PUMPS
Union, Appleton, Washington, Lib
THAT WE ARE CLOSING
In the symbolism of animals, the ant erty, Hope, South Hope, etc.
typifies frugality and provision; the
OUT FOR
Train Malta
bear, ill temper and uncouthness; the
Close
Arrive
bull straightforwardness; the hull dog.
7.06 A. M.
9.35 A. M.
12.55 P. M.
pertinacity; the butterfly, sportlveness
11.25 A. M.
4.60 P. M.
3.35 P. M.
and living In pleasure; the dove inno
8.25 P. M.
cence and harmlessness; the fox, cun
Children’s Play Oxfords, ning, artifice; the goose, conceit and
Camden, Glencove and Rockport
7.00 A. M.
11.00 A. M.
Pumps, etc. .,........... 98c folly; the grasshopper, old age; the
1.00 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
mule, obstinacy ; the owl, wisdom; the
3.00 P. M.
8.30 P. M.
peacock,
pride;
the
swan,
grace.
Special Prices on

SNEAKERS and
TENNIS SHOES
WOMEN’S WHITE
CANVAS OXFORDS

1—$50 Columbia Graphonola Mahogany and Oak
finish, for $28.00; new

1—$125 Vitanola Phonograph for $75.00; new

Almost Every Country Now Has
Courts to Handle Cases of Juve
nile Delinquency.
The example set by the United
States In establishing juvenile courts
has been followed by all the princi
pal countries of Europe. Spain, the
last to full In line, has adopted the
modern viewpoint that delinquent chil
dren should not be treated as crimi
nals, but rather as victims of adverse
conditions and surroundings. In work
ing out the details of the law, Spanish
authorities have followed America's
experience, according to information
received by the cliildren's bureau of
the United States department o',
labor.
Under the Spanish law the children’s
Judge Is not necessarily a member of
the bench. He is assisted by two ad
visory members appointed by the coinmission for the protection of children.
Privacy Is guarded very closely In the
Spanish Juvenile courts; no one ex
cept probation officers Is nllowed jin
the court unless by special permission,
and the press Is forbidden to publish
any information about cases of juvenile
delinquents.
Since Chicago established the first
juvenile court In 1899. similar courts
have been established In England,
France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark,
Switzerland, Italy, Germany, Russia,
Austria and Hungary.

1—Player Piano, worth $80# for $350
4—$75 Columbia Graphonola Mahogany finish
for $40.00; new

8prucs Head

9.30 A. M.
1.00 P, M,

1130 A. M.
3,30 P, M,

NEW

OLDSMOBILE
PRICES

Reductions $100 to $525
FOUR CYLINDER
Roadster, 4-pass ................... $1475
Touring, 5-pass .......... .......... $1495

Coupe, 4-pass
Sedan, 5-pass

$2090
..$2295

SIX CYLINDER
Roadster, 4-pass ......... ......... $1510 Coupe, 4-pass ............................ $2145
Touring, 5-pass ...................... $1530 Sedan, 5-pass ........................... $2345
SMALL EIGHT CYLINDER
Sport, 4-pass ............................$1885 Coupe, 4-pass ........
Sedan, 5-pass ...... ...................$2645

$2446

LARGE EIGHT CYLINDER
Pacemaker, 4-pass ................. $1995 Coupe, 4-pass .......................... $2895
Touring, 7-pass ..................... $2045 Sedan, 7-pass .......................... $2995
OLDSMOBILE ECONOMY TRUCK
One-Ton Chassis ................................ ............................................... $1380
One-Ton Chassis, with cab................. ......................... ................... $1455
One-Ton Chassis, with express body ........................................... $1525
Prices Delivered in Knox County
(Tax Included)

All models of these cars ready for immediate delivery

PARKER F. NORCROSS
DYER'S GARAGE, ROCKLAND
80-85
fllliHlIESJGiitBijlllMIlfflHIfflllSillSKilltliBJ

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
LIMEROCK STREET

We do first class Laundering in a

SANITARY

LAUNDRY

Call 170
PEOPLE’S

LAUNDRY
66-tf

PARK THEATRE
TODAY
PAULINE FREDERICK

“SALVAGE”

WEDNESDAY

“FATTY” ARBUCKLE”
IN

. “The Life of the Party”.

What was behind the closed
door that the master of the house,
kept always locked? What mem
ories were concealed there—what
secret? See this story of mother
love.

A fast and festive fun frolic In
five acts and forty antics. Filled
with gambols. girls and giggles
and all fussed up with Joy.

Comedy “Way Out West”

“THE DESERT WOLF”

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

ALL-STAR CAST in “FORBIDDEN FRUIT”
The man had fallen in love with a woman he did not know. Never
dreaming this radiant creature the drudging, unhappy wife of a wastreL
For her Cinderella's heart had leaped to taste of joy and luxury just for
one night. And when love answered love—
The rest is a drama that goes to the very bottom of marriage.

HOLY SMOKE

THE MAGAZINE

VINALHAVEN

They All Like It

*

A TRIUMPH in the art of making

things taste good is the blend-formula

perfected in

Buy it by the case from your grocer or druggist

The Clicquot Club Company, Millis, Mass,, b. S. A.

Whether I cow or 100: whether a
little 2x4 lawn or vast hay fields,
K&W supplies make your work ever
so much easier,
Ask abort separators, churns, testers,
moulds, etc,, --about haymowers,
tedders, loaders, rakes, etc.
Get our 175 page catalog. Write today.

ihiN
owdASJ.
J Hayinq Uooly'
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Maine — Est. 1858

HIGH GRADE EGG, NUT AND PEA

COAL
AT

SPEAR’S

Just Received a Nice Lot of Smithing Coal

RIG! IT PRICE—PROMPT DELIVERY
SATISFACTORY SERVICE BY

COMPETENT DRIVERS
MY ADVICE IS TO BUY NOW

FRED R. SPEAR
TELEPHONE 255

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF
COAL AND COKE
The price of Coal has been reduced to $16.50 per
ton, and Coke to $1 5.00 per ton. As far as it is pos
sible for us to tell this is the lowest price we will be
able to make this year.
We advise our friends to order their Coal now,
for next winter, as we may be compelled to increase the
price at any time without further notice.
If you are in need of a summer fuel, try our Otto
Coke. It is cheaper than coal.

M. B. 6 C. O. PERRY
Telephone 487

MOVING
ANYTIME
ANYPLACE
ANYWHERE
We have just put into service a new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
on giant pneumatic tires. We can give you service and save you
crating, time and money. Latest up-to-date equipment. We move
you anywhere in New England.
Just say “Moving,” wo do the rest. We will guarantee you never
had so much pleasure in moving.

H. H. STOVER & CO.
TELEPHONE 219—740.

NIGHT PHONE 743.

OWL’S HEAD

Miss Emily Heath of Waterville is |
the guest of Miss Florence Plaisted.
Mrs. S. P. Whitney and Miss Lena I
Post are employed temporarily at the
ice cream parlors of M. T. Jameson & |
Company.
W. E. Atwood and family of Thom
aston called on friends here Satur
day.
Ashley Young is working on Jame- I
son's wharf while I. A. Post is hav- |
ing a vacation,
Mrs. George W. Dow of Lawrence, I
Mass., has arrived for the summer
months. Dr. Dow comes in about a |
week.
E. O. Feyler, Mary Feyler and Leslie |
Feyler of Thomaston, Mrs. Ruth Wal
lace of Friendship and Walter Feyler
of Somerville, Mass., were callers at |
E. Feyler's on Saturday.
Dr. Frohock’s son Wilbur had an I
ill turn Sunday and was taken to |
Silsby Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Drake of Clin
day.
Fairfield Smith, a former resident ton are at Sunrise cottage.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Emery are at |
of this town, is ill at his home in
Rose Hill Farm for a short stay.
Worcester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harvey of In- |
The Mae Edwards Company is play
graham Hill spent Sunday at Grovei
ing at Memorial hall this week.
Wotton’s.
Victor Shields is expected home in
K. C. Emery has been visiting at
August from Constantinople.
Mrs Franz Hermann and friends Camden.
Oliver Perry of the Head of th«
left Friday for New York.
Hugh Rossitter left Friday for Bay was here Sunday.
Dr. and Mrs. McNaughton oi
Philadelphia.
Mrs. Eben Smith and granddaugh Toronto are at the Rogers cottage foi
ter Alda returned Tuesday from the summer.
There was a good attendance at I
Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Calderwodd the chapel Sunday. Rev. E. C. Her- j
gave a picnic Friday at Bailey Hill rick of Fall River preached and Mrs
in honor of Hattie and Clara Calder- Herrick sang a solo.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Booth anf
wood. who are spending the summer
son John of Newton Centre called oi
vacation in town.
Mr. Gould of Rockland is the guest friends here Sunday.
Mrs. W. J. Whitney is in town foi
of Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lawry.
Mrs. Mary L. Arey gave a family a short time.
Harry Thompson of Lowell. Mass,
party Thursday evening in honor of
was the guest of Rodney Feyler Sun- |
her birthday.
Mrs. Jane Kenney, who has been day. Mr. Thompson, who is owner o'
employed as nurse for Mrs. Bertha the Moxie Company, came in hif
Raymond, left Saturday for her home yacht Virginia.
in Portland.
Miss Sara Bunker left Tuesday to
DEER ISLE
attend summer school at Bates Col
lege.
The Fourth of July celebration ai
Maurice Drew of Portland is the
Deer Isle was a notable event in tht
guest of his brother, O. V. Drew
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Miller of Jersey- history of the town. Never was th<
City are guests at the home of Mary town so filled with people. Throngt
came from far and near and the crowd |
L. Arey.
Mrs. Lantry Smith and son Walter was in holiday attire. The streetof Rockland are guests of her par were decorated with flags and bunting
The celebration began on Saturday
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar.
Pauline Patterson and friend Mo evening when the destroyer steamed
nira Gregory spent the weekend as into Northwest Harbor. It was wel
guests of Miss Patterson’s parents, corned by the ringing of the churci
bells. A welcoming committee me
Mr. and Mrs. A. U. Patterson.
Mrs. Llewellyn Vinal returned Sat the ship with a cordial greeting
During Sunday and • the Fourth
urday from Belfast.
Misses Stella Davis and Villa multitude of people were permittee
Flemming of Chester are guests of to visit the ship. A patriotic servic<
was held at the church, which wai
their sister. Mrs. C. S. Roberts.
George Hoyt of Barre, Vt., is spend led by Rev. W. L. Jennings. The old
system of bell ringing started jus
ing a few weeks in town.
Mrs. Howard Dunbar, who has been before midnight and continued unti
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. early morn. The first event of the da>
David Stinson, returned to Rockland was a boat race. The lunch room;
were well patronized. Concerts wen
Saturday.
Mildred Sukeforth is visiting rela given in the village square by Smith’;
band from Vinalhaven. The parade
tives in Union.
ft. A. Smalley left Monday to at which consisted of sailors, officers, Bo>
tend the Superintendents' Conventio Scouts and Girl Scouts, also twe
Civil War veterans—Rufus Black and
at Castine.
x
• • •■
John Torrey—formed at 1.30. Durinp )
Lincoln County News: June 25 was the afternoon there was a bail gam;
a gala day at the Hunter homestead, between Stonington and Deer Isle
Round Pond. It was the 90th birth In the evening there was a ball ant
day of Mrs. Hunter’s mother, Mrs. music was furnished by Smith's Bant
Sarah Fossett, and everything was of Vinalhaven. A soldiers' and sail
done to make the occasion a success. ors' monument which was made at
The com
Children, grandchildren and great Stonington was erected.
grandchildren were there to congratu mittee in charge of the dedicatioi
late "Mother Fossett” upon this day. was Charles Lord, Capt. W. S. Greer
Mrs. Fossett comes from the old Mil and M. D. Joyce. The committee or
ler family, prominent in Briston many the erection of the monument was:
years ago. She is the daughter of the W. L. Jennings, P. J. Eaton, O. B. |
Tht
late Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Miller Weed and Everett Haskell.
and was one of seven girls and one erection of the monument was tht
son. She has two sisters living, Ellen completion of the work started by |
of Rockland and Mary who lives next Fred Weed a number of years ago
door to her. Mrs. Fossett has seven Mr. Weed solicited funds from far I
children, five sons and two daughters. and near. He gave much time and
The sons are Eldorus of New Harbor, unreserved energy to the project ot |
I Wilbur of ‘Round Pond, William of erecting a monument here.
| Vinalhaven,
Everett of Medford,
Mass., Orlando and daughter Hannah
EAST WALDOBORO
of Damariscotta and Lizzie of Bristol.
She has 20 grandchildren and 23 great
Mrs. Glenwood Reever and sons Carl
grandchildren. Dinner was served at
1 o'clock and 21 sat down to feast and Gerald of Beverly. Mass., who are
on the good things provided. At 3 visiting relatives at Warren, spent
o'clock the numerous presents were Thursday with Mrs. Nellie Reever.
Rev. Lawrence Greenwood, who ha;
arrayed on the dining table with two
' birthday cakes, one with its 90 candles. been conducting services at the schoolFruit punch with fancy crackers was house, has been the guest of Mr. and
served. Mother Fossett for the first Mrs. Edwin Mank.
Mrs. Leavitt Mank was a weekend
time realized what all this meant, not
having suspected what was going on. guest of her sister. Mrs. Inez Shuman
The presents were numerous, consist of Portland, and also called on rela
ing of confectionery, handkerchiefs, a tives at West Falmouth and Bath.
Mr and Mrs. E. A. Flanders of Ban
I check for a generous amount, and
other gifts. Mrs. Fossett belongs to a gor were weekend guests of his uncle
family of seafaring men; her husband L. I. Mank.
Bernard and Roger Jameson of
was Capt. Ambrose Fossett. Of her
cons four follow the sea, Orlando be Rockland visited last week with theii
liT a captain, Eldorus and Wilbur grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
mates and pilots, and Everett a ma Jameson.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Colby of Water
rine engineer, while William an un
dertaker, lives in Vinalhaven. Those ville were recent guests of Mr. and
present were Wilbur, William, Or Mrs. J. A. Rines.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coffin and
lando. Hannah and Lizzie; grandchil
dren, Wilbur, Ernest, Alice, Harold daughter Muriel were in Aina Satur
and Henry Hunter, Nellie Hanna and day.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Orff and Mrs
Wilfred Fossett; great-grandchildren
Kendall, Hanna, Parker, Katherine, Charles Butler and two children weri
Helen, Oliver and Herman Hunter. guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Witham
Among the visitors were Aunt Mary at Pleasantville recently.
Millard Mank, who has been em
Cudworth and little Avis May John
son of Portland, who helped enter ployed at South Portland, has re
tain the company with her singing turned home.
Mrs Lucretia Kaler visited her
and dancing. Mrs. William Fossett,
Mrs. Wilbur Fossett Mrs. Everett daughter, Mrs. Addle Lawry, at Rock
Fossett, Mrs. Harold Hunter, Mrs land last week.
Henry Hunter, Mrs. Fred Luce, Mrs
Miss Linda Yannah of Winslow’s
Nellie Sprowl, Mrs. Mary Sprowl and Mills has been a gust of Mrs. Reever
Miss Alberta Poland. Mother Fossett this week.
does the housework for her son Or
Mrs.-Lizzie Rines and son Homer of
lando and herself at the old home. Hinckley have been visiting her
That she may live many years longer parents, Mr. and Mrs. John E. Rines.
is the wish of all her numerous de
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Smith of Port
scendants and of her many friends.
land were guests of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Flanders over the
Fourth.
SOUTH UNION
Reginald Monahan is driving a
truck on the State road.
Mr. and Mrs. George Mansfield and
Miss Una Clark is attending the
family are at Joseph Thurston's.
Christian Endeavor Convention in New
Miss Florence Thurston, who has York this week.
been in Whiteplain, N. Y., Is home for
The Social Club met with Mrs. E. R.
the summer.
Moody. June 30 with 12 members and
Miss Elizabeth Harding is home for three visitors present. Clippings and
the summer vacation from Beverly, items of interest were read. The pro
Mass, where she is a teacher.
gram consisted of several readings.
Master Billie Dougherty of Beverly Refreshments were served.
Next
Farms, Mass, is spending the summer meeting will be held Sept. 9 with Mrs.
at Capt. Harding’s.
Nellie Reever.
Anna Belle Thurston is home from
The religious services held at the
Northfield seminary, where she has schoolhouse the past two weeks were
been studying.
well attended. There was a service
Henry Stickney came from Boston Tuesday afternoon.
Friday to join his family who are
spending the summer on their farm.
FRIENDSHIP
Rev. A. H. Pearson and daughter
Ruth of Haverhill, Mass, were in town
last week for the weekend. Mr. Pearson
Capt. and Mrs Melvin Lawry of
will be remembered as a preacher in Quincy, Mass., are at Camp Kum-seeUnion a few years ago.
us for the summe and Mrs. P. Emma
Lawry^of Somervile, Mass., has been
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. P«C.
a guest there during the past two
JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE weeks. Mrs. William J. Sherriff and
little daughters Mary and Alice of
COMPLETE DRUG ANO ftUNDPV
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Wollaston, Mass., are spending the
PRESCRIPTIONS. K0DAK8, OE.
month of July at the camp and will be
VELOPINO, PRINTING AND EN
joined for the last two weeks by Mr.
LARGING.
SherrifT, who will make the return trip
370 Main St, Roddand, Ma. with them.

A meeting of Union church society
will be held in the vestry July 14. A
full attendance is desired as there is
important business to be transacted.
J. Birnie and W. Craig of Quincy,
Mass., are guests at the home of Mrs.
Margaret Birnie.
Mrs. Hiram Green and Mrs. Willis
Kossuth and daughter Arlena were
in Rockland Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fernald Ames, daugh
ter Nint and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E. Young and daughter Ethel visited
Rockland Thursday.
John Cassie of Southboro, Mass.,
has been visiting relatives in town
the past week..
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Keay and son
Alfred spent the Fourth at Long Cove
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
Grant.
Mrs. Horace Bray, who has been
making an extended visit at her home
in Leicester, England, arrived Tues

*
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American Ships Now Sail Seven Seas

Professional&BusinessCars?
Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
99 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAIN!
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:80 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APP0INTMED1
TELEPHONE 138
l-N

DR. C D. NORTH
Physician and X -Ray Operatoi
OFFICE. IS Buuub Strato, ROCKLAND
OFFICc. HOURS: Uutll 8 S. to.
1:88 to 3:00 aaO 7:80 to
B. to.
TELEPHONE 712
ll-M

l:N

Y

DR. F. B. ADAMS
Office 400 Main Street. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Office Hours, until 9 a. m.; I to 4 A. 7 to 8 p. m.
OFFICE TELEPHONE, 160-W.
Residence—Mrs. Jennie Bird.
TEL. 160-IL

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

$

-----

407 MAIN STREET
Huurt: • to 12 A. N.; I to S P. to21 Fulton StrMt Tel. 881-1.
Otoe, I.I.ubMt 493-W._________

RuuMuim.

my

DR. LAWRY

(I

Il

It

------

88 Oak GtnM

Vt

HOURS:

ROCKLAND, WL

Uatll 8:88 S. to.
| < to « k.
7 ta » ,. M.

TELEPHONE 171

v

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
| Offlo, Hour,—Until 9 a. m.: I to 3: 7 to • *. to,
Telephon, 141-3
Ilf

DR. J. G HILL
| Ruuidencu and Officu, 266 Main StrMt
Twin Bed Staterooms, Private Baths and Nurseries for the Child
Give Hints of Luxuries Provided on Ships of the New
American Merchant Marine

Office Hours:
Rockland, Mu,
j 10 to 11 A. M.i 1 to 2 P. M.j « to • P. M.

NYWHERE In the world on an chairman of th’e United States Ship*}
American ship! Americans no ping Board.
longer need go to sea or ship
“Our Merchant Marine must be
their goods inforeign bottoms,
sustained if it is to be permanent,”
.That, to-day. is the proud messagedeclares Rear Admiral W S. Benson,
(from the National Capital
the commissioner of the United States
'American people
Shipping Board.

A

now sail stately and luxurious ves
sels. under the American flag, car
rylng passengers and cargo to every
country In the globe.
The nation, through the United
States Shipping Board, is flinging a
new Declaration of Independence
to the world, independence of forelgn vessels, for American travelers
and commerce. S
With a proud merchant fleet numberlng 3.700 vessels of 19.533,890
deadweight tons (not including
small ships), according to official
figures compiled to May 1. it is now
“up to” the people of the United
States to keep that fleet on the
seven seas Of this great total the
United States Shipping Board owns
and controls 1.720 vessels
of
11,139.406 deadweight tons
“We must take the huge corporation. the largest the world has ever
known, and make it an institution
of which every American will be
proud.” dec’ar*s Albert D Uaske-

Here are some of the features of
m?n< ^m\rican
‘2
winch the,rave Hng publ c Hubert
accustomed only on big foreign
Hners:—public rooms with palatial
lounges and music rooms, palm gar^en verandas and writing rooms;
^a,j roomSt .glass enclosed promenades< swimming tanks, twin beds,
shower and tub baths. |
After forty-six years service In
the United States Navy, during
which time he saw the American
flag, except on ships of war. almost
disappear from the ocean, and now
chief officer of the greatest single
fleft of merchantmen ever constructed. Admiral Benson is asking
his countrymen to support their
fleei
•
“We have the ships,” he declares.
“The United States Shipping Board
Is using every endeavor to build up
this vast fleet into a profitable
enterprise, but we need the cooperattnn of every American'*

J”

138-tf

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
OMaa: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
OMaa Huurt: I to 3 1*4 7 to 8 P. M,
| R,tld,nee until 9 A. N. aid by AeeoluMMto
TELEPHONED: Retideiaa, 41-4; Otoaa. I4S
33-tf

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
| 36 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND. NAINE
Hour, 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Evenings by Appointment
Telephone 323.
1-tf

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer School Graduateu
1400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINS

| Hour, 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evening, 8:30 to 7.3d
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
12l-t<

CLEMERET M WALDEN

Chiropody, Manicuring, Shampooing,
i Hair Dressing. Head and Facial Treatment,
Puffs and Switches Made From Combings.
45 MAIN STREET. PHONE 358-11.
RESIDENCE. 204-1 1.
Office Hours: 12.30 to 6 P. M.
Go Out by Appointment 8 to 12 A. M.
CAMDEN, MAINE
_________________
7W

I EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S^
DENTIST

1407 Main St., Rockland, Me.

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA
tMtk)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEDt
299 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Spear Block............ Foot of Park Strait
| Office Hours: 9 to 12: I to 5.
TEL. 748-M.

Gambler’s Chance

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL

Buying without teeing is like depending upon luck. It you get
what you think you’ll get, you win. If you don't, you lose.
Pictures and descriptions in catalogs, no matter how faithfully
executed, cannot tell you the exact quality of the article. You
must see it to know its real merits.

X-RAY Operator
U SO MM EM STREET, BOCKUZS
TELEPHONE 12S

C. B. 8IL8BY, 8urgeuii

«« tie

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Piano*
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

If your local dealer were to sell you on the tame plane at the
mail order house and you found the quality just a little below
your expectations, you would make him replace the article with
something better. But buying blindly you usually take what
you get and hope for better luck next time.

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance

Why not be fair with your local merchants and help them to
provide you with honest quality at right prices? Your undivided
patronage will enable them to improve their stocks.

kHMtor ta A. J. Ertklaa < Oa.
| <17 MAIN ftTREET t « ! ROCK LAMS. MAINS

TRADE AT HOME

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law

Support- the TovJn that SupportsYou

SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLANO, ME
Hmm. 803-W. 88-tf
r*l«c h ~ «m—O flleo.

EDWARD K. GOULD

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Fred Sargent of Portland is
visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bradford and
children of Augusta are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Bradford.
Mrs. M. W. Hatch of Quincy, Mass.,
has arrived at her farm for the season, i
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Miemi is enter- !
tainirg relatives from Fitchburg, Mass.
Miss Adelia Bradford is attending
the summer school at Farmington.
Mrs. Locke and daughter Ruth of
Rockland are guests of Riley Bradford.
Mrs. A. J. Hussey is visiting her J
daughter at Port Clyde.
B T. Orne and daughter Lorinda of
Thomaston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Moses Orne for a few days.
George Lewis was at home over the
Fourth with his family.
Wedding bells will soon be ringing.
Little Evelyn Bradford of Augusta
is ill with whooping cough at her
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Bradford.

Those small ads in The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
Is why they are so popular and
bring Immediate returns.

You Know What You Are Doing.

Other People May Not.
Tell Them Through an Advertise
ment In This Paper.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
IEGULATTON FIZB WITH NAMR
AND ADDRESS OP MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDaNGB
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

Attorney at Law
CORNER TILLSON AVE. •*. MAIN RTRERT

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
SsmIaI Attontlo, to Probito Msttato
,76 MAIN STREET :
: ROCKLANO. MR.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound size
Postage <5 oents addltloMl

$2.75 per 500 Sheet*
Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 shcetk ord
ered at same time, add to the price
of first 1(KX), ¥1.00 and lfi cents post
age for each 1000.

A. C. MOORE
PIANO TUNER
With th. Mill, Hutto CuasaSf

GOOD PLANED

$4.00 per 1000 Sheet*

BOARDING BOARDS

For Half Pound size
Postage 10 cents additloaal

$35 per M.

$2.50 per 500 Sheets

and
MATCHED BOARDS

Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the priot
of first 1000, $fi.50 and 10 cents post
age for each 1000,

THE

'

COURIERGAZETTE.

Rockland Maine

for $40
Beginning July 1 a reduction of 40
cents per day is made in carpenter
wages.

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 12, 1921

Every-Other-Day
THE GLORY PICNIC.

FORM LARGEST WAR SAVINGS

How tho Fourth Was Celebrated By
Converts of the Knox County Relig
ious Campaign.
The much talked of and looked for
“Glory Picnic” at Harvey Post Grove,
Warren, took place July 4th. It was a
great success from every point of view.
In the early mofnlng people began to
come by auto, carriage, train and on
foot, until when dinner-time arrived
a large crowd were present. More came
later for the afternoon. At 1.30 o'clock
Evangelist
Lawrence
Greenwood
mounted an improvised platform and
started the song service, which con
tinued for an hour. It is impossible to
describe the variety of this feature of
the exercises as one after another rep
resenting different towns were called
upon to sing. Among others well
known was Rev. E. S. Ufford, author
of "Thow Out the Life Line.” He was
soundly applauded as he sang two or
three of his newer compositions. From
all over the the ground came testi
monies of the blessings which had
come through this song, a thrilling tes
timony being given by a Mr. Shepherd
of Waterville, a worker with the A. E
F., who told of the song's effect on the
men in the camps.
Mr. Greenwood threw the meeting
open for testimony and it was wonder
ful to hear the people respond, each
speaker giving his name and residence.
Bath, Waterville, North Waldoboro,
Mank’s Cornel^ Warren, Union, Wash
ington and Appleton came in quick
succession, interspersed with songs.
One man said, "Thank God! today is
the first 4th of July for 25 yeai s that
I've not been soused clean up to iny
ears. But that's all gone." This part
of the service lasted over an hour A
poem, describing the Union Campaign,
finished recently, read by Miss Grace
Howes of Washington, was applauded
to the echo. The day was voted a huge
success. It was a sort of get-together
of the converts and others who have
been gathered in during the meetings
conducted by Evangelist Greenwood.
It was announced that Mr. Green
wood is to open a series of open air
services at Appleton, going there from
the present campaign at East Waldo
boro. The plan 4s to evangeli?<- this
section of Maine in schoolhouse, chap
el, church anJ open air meer ngs.
Miss Howe j' poe n, locally adapted
from verses by W. H. Lannin. is
printed below.

OUR UNION CAMPAIGN
In a quiet little neck of woods,
Distant from city's roar,
We Christian pilgrims voiced our moods
And implored our God to pour
From heavenly windows rains of grace
Upon his people far and near.
That church might iigor.tr her pace.
To meet her Lord, sootr to appear.

SOCIETY IN UNITED STATES
Postmaster Baker, Assistant Postmaster Hurley and

Now is the time to knock out the 10 per cent war tax on sporting goods and
save our sports.
The Amateur Athletic Union, The Pacific Coast Oarsmen, the Playgrounds
Association of New Orleans, the United States Lawn Tennis Association, the
United States Golf Association, the Amateur Baseball Federation of the United
States, and every organization worth v. hile has gone on record as opposing a
continuance of this tax because it defeats every purpose of making the United
States a nation of well developed persons. It prevents the play of the boy. When
this is done we stop progress.
Every boy should be allowed to play, in fact he must be allowed to play. So
get busy and write your Congressman and Senator and any one else you know’
in Washington and ask him, or them, to do his, or their, best to have this tax
repealed. Do it now’.

MOTION

PICTURES IN ITALY

Development

of

Industry

in

That

share.

Our Sister so loyal, Mary Ware,
With face serene and kindly eyes,
Is to us benediction, prayer,
She’ll shine in glory’ with the wise
Our campaign was blessed with singing choir
Who made the leafy aisles resound
With notes of praise; they never tire;
All happy they, in love abound

Stage's Debt to Minstrelsy.
The stage is indebted to minstrelsy
for Joseph Jefferson, Stuart Itohson.
Edwin Adams, Edwin Booth, Tony
Pastor, Bob Hart, Robert Downing, P.
T. Barnum, Patrick Gilmore and
Sousa. John Philip Sousa was a mem
ber of Simmons and Slocum’s minstrels
when Al G. Field wns serving his
apprenticeship with that company.
Johnny Hymns of McIntyre and
H.vams, was a minstrel with the Al G.
Field company. Singer Collono of the
Metropolitan Opera company was pop
ular Will Collins when a tenor with
the Al G. Field minstrels. George M.
Cohan, Willie Collier. Chauncey Ol
cott, Eddie Foy. Francis Wilson,
frank Daniels. Jimmie Powers nnd Al
Jolson all graduated from the minstrel
stage—New Orleans Item.

Bathing and Health.
The Hebrews, Hindus and Moham
medans, as a part of their religion,
At home a band of women served
are required to keep the body clean
Our hunger needs with healthful food;
by frequent ablutions and hnths and
Our hearty thanks they full deserved.
They showed their faith by works that’s good. this has had a far-reaching effect up
Sweet harmony and love abounded.
on the healthfulness of those people.
All there joyed In God’s free grace ;
Thus Common and church resounded
When the Roman empire fell, the mag
With praise to Christ who died for race.
nificent system of baths, which Its
Those campaign hours were brief, we know.
people had and used for cleanliness
And quickly sped by to their close;
of body, soon lapsed into decay. Only
Our life spells meetings, then we go
Alone in journey to repose;
In Spain, under the Moors, wns the
Yet, if faith's lamp doth light our feet,
system of bathing kept up. There, tn
And hope holds steadfast to the end.
conform to the religious rites of Is
Beyond on Canaan's shore we’ll meet.
Where death’s strong hand can never rend.
lam, luxurious baths were maintained,
but when the Moors were expelled the
misguided pious people razed to the
ground these remnants of heathenism.
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Every time a newspaper
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A

prints a “free reader** or a piece of free
publicity, euts its advertising rates, or
fronts a secret concession to an agency
or advertiser, misrepresents its eireulation, maligns a competitor or knowingly
prints an advertisement containing a
false statement,
it dost a direct injury to the
entire newspaper business

It was a lucky day for young Dr.
Rodney Blair when that rarity, a new
patient, presented himself for pro
fessional treatment. The client was a
Division in Boston
powerful man of about thirty, named
Greg Bryson, and he came from a
.neighboring town.
To the Director of War Savings,
“It’s rheumatism doctor,” he an
Room 262, Federal Building,
nounced, “and worse than bad. I am
Boston, Mass.
a blacksmith with a wife and five lit
We, the undersigned, desire to save a portion of our earnings
tle children, and since the first of the
regularly and to take advantage of the National Thrift Movement
Copyr'ihi, 1914, by McClure
year have been so crippled I had to
We hereby apply for a charter as “The Boston Postal Savings
shut up the forge. I heard about you
Society."
from a man I once hired, who says
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
We agree to invest regularly in Government Thrift and Savings
you cured him In a month’s time.”
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland Fon
»
Thereupon bluff, honest Greg drew
Stamps and whenever possible to purchase them from our secretary.
Augusta, f7.40a. m., 110.30 a. m.,fl.30 p tn.
an old fashioned gold watch from his
Bangor. f 10.30 a. m , fl.30 p. in.
pocket and tendered it to the physi Bath.t7.40a.m ,+10.30 am., fl.30p.ni . $5.25p.m.
Boston . f7.?0a. m., + 10.30 a. ra., fl.30 p in.
cian.
Brunswick, |7.40a. xn., +10.30 a. m,, fl.30 p. in.,
"That once belonged to my father,” $5.25 p. tn.
Lewiston, flO.30 a. tn., tl 30 p. m., §5.25 p. tn.
he explained, “and cost a good deal New
York. fl.30 p. m., $5.25 p. m.
of money in the old times. 1 want you Philadelphia, C5.25 p. in.
Portland,
to '.ake it and hold it until I am able $5.25 p.m. f7.40 a. m., f 10.30 a. tn., fl.30p. in.;
to redeem It with your bill for serv Washington, C5.25 p. tn.
Waterville, +7.40 a. m., flO30a.m., fl.30 p.m.
ices in cash.”
Woolwich, f7.40 a. m., f 10.30 a. m., fl.30 p. m.,
“I would prefer to trust you,” said $5.25 p. m.
t
, except Sunday. *Daily. § Sunday only.
Dr. Blair. “You appear as a man who $ Daily
Daily, except Saturday.
will keep Ills promises and pay his C Tuesday, Thursday, Sunday. Will run Monday,
July 4, and Sept. 5.instead of July 3 and Sept. 1
debts,"
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
The young physician did not telj of 7-2-21
V. P. & Geu'l Mgr. Gcn'l Passenger Agt.
(lie difficult struggle for a living thut
had attended building up a practice
in an obscure rural community.
He Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
prescribed for Greg and sent him away
hopeful nnd cheered. Poor ailing Greg
SUMMER SCHEDULE
deserved encouragement. His little
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST ANO CAMDEN
brood required food and clothing, he
Leave Rockland daily including Sunday at 8
p. m (Standard Time) for Boston
was not for the present at least able
Leave It icklftnd daily including Sunday at 5
Io earn any money, and a profitable a. m (Standard Time) for Camden, Northport,
Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
trade he had built up through the Belfast,
Return: Leave Boston daily Including Sunday
years was fast going to his competi at 6 p. in (Dalylight Saving Time) for Rock
tors. It was stid to see this formerly land, Bangor and way landings.
Leave Bangor dally including Sunday at 2 p.
sturdy giant of strength and henlth m. (Standard Time) for Winterport; BudksW.
E.
HURLEY
port,
Belfast, Northport, Camden, Rockland and
limp painfully to the wagon that
ROLAND M. BAKER
Bcston.
Asst Postmaster
brought
him
to
Fairview.
The
doctor
Postmaster
Leave
Rockland daily including Sundays at 5
i
returned with a sigli to ills office, a. in for Bar Harbor, Blue Hill and way land
ings Return Leave Bar Harbor dully includ
secretly deploring his own condition ing Sunday at 1 p m , Blue Hill 12.30 p m.
To the above application, as re
LETTER CARRIERS APPROVE
and ardently wishing other new pa- for Rockland and way landings.
ceived this week by F. C. Ayres, Gov
At Boston connection is made with the Met
THRIFT.
I tients might be directed to him.
ernment director of the Savings Divi
Line passenger and freight steamers
Greg made several other visits to ropolitan
for New York via Cape Cod Canal
sion, First Federal Reserve District,
the
doctor.
He
had
to
depend
for
F. S. SHERMAN, Supt. R. S SHERMAN. Agent
State Association, in Meeting at Low
Rockland, Maine
Rockland, Maine.
there were affixed the names of Post
ell on Sunday, Adopt Resolve En transportation, however, on accommo
dating teamsters. Then the doctor
master Roland M. Baker, Assistant
dorsing Government Securities and transmitted the weekly medicines by
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Postmaster W. E. Hurley and 1476
Systematic Saving.
mail and was pleased to receive poorly
Steamboat Co.
employees of the Boston Tostal Dis
spelled, hut well intentloned letters
trict. The charter, which was prompt
Members of the Massachusetts in return from his patient, reciting
The direct route between
ly granted, represents the largest Letter Carriers’ Association, at their most favorable progress towards bet ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
sicgle War Savings Society in the en meeting in Lowell on Sunday, adopt ter health.
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT ANO
SWAN'S ISLAND
One day about a month later the
ed the following endorsement of tho
tire United States.
quiet little village of Fairview was
Government
Thrift
Movement:
When the task of organizing the
Summer Arrangement
Resolved—That tho Massachusetts 1 aroused from its accustomed torpor
(Standard Timo)
society was undertaken by Miss Mar
by
a
wild
invasion,
which
at
the
first
In Effect MONDAY, JUNE 27, 1921
guerite W. Stoddard, one of the field Letter Cariers’ Association, in conven
it
was
difficult
to
analyze.
A
wagon
VINALHAVEN LINE
secretaries of the Savings Division, tion at Lowell, Mass., June 12; realiz
containing a driver and the rejuvenat
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, daily, except
some weeks ago, it was feared that it ing the safety and soundness of
Sunday,
at
7
a. m. and I p. m for Rockland
ed Greg and four oilier men came rat
would prove very difficult.
Miss the Savings Securities issued by the
Returning leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf)
tling down the main street. It wns at 9 30 a m for Vinalhaven, and Tillson
Stoddard went about
the
work United States Treasury Department,
plain to he seen thnt some of them Wharf at 3.30 p m., and Maine Central Wharf
systematically
and
energetically
at 3.50 p m for North Haven (when train pas
were unduly stimulated. They shout sengers) and Vinalhaven.
—and accomplished what she set out
ed, cheered, halteyl before the local STONINGTON and SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
to do, surmounting all difficulties, one
post office anil Greg was hoisted to
Steamer leaves Kwan’s Island daily except
after another. Postmaster Baker and
Ills feet oil a sent nnd made a speech. Sunday at 5 30 a. m., Stonington, 6 45 a. m ,
the different departments under him
and North Haven at 7 45 a. in ., for Rockland
He was a well man, he was able Returning, leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, at
cooperated splendidly. The Carriers’
to reopen his blncksmith sitop, and ids 1.30 p in , for North Haven. Stonington, Isle
Association, through its president,
au Haut, when passengers (tide and weather
rlietimntlsm was gone!
permitting), and Swan’s Island.
John S. Foley, was one of the most
Note—Steamer will land at Maine Central
“Cured, my friends," lie announced
helpful agencies. The sub-stations
a m train.
to a gasping crowd, “nnd Dr. Blair did Wharf when passengers for W10 30
fell in lino with surprising, speed.
S WHITE,
General
Manager
it.
Yes,
sir,
I'm
a
well
man,
and
I've
The main office was handled by moans
1 come down here and am going all
of mass meetings, after which came
SUMMER TIME TABLE
around the county to tell what won
of STEAMER CASTINE
the canvass for signatures. The can
derful things Dr. Blair has done for
vass was made under supervision of
CAMDEN. WEST ISLESBORO. NORTHPORT,
me.”
the superintendents.
CASTINE and BELFAST LINE
“Hurrah! Good for him!” chorused
Following a report covering the re
Year Round Service, Standard Time
his
friends
volubly.
Leaves
Camden every morning on arrival of
sult of this organization, the follow
Then they repaired to the doctor’s electric car from Rockland at 8.00 a nt.. Sun
ing letter was dictated by Roland M.
day excepted
office, where Greg proudly left a little
Baker, Boston, Postmaster:
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
roll of hank notes representing tils 2 p m. for Northport, Castine, West, Islesboro,
and
Cemden, arriving at 4 25 In time for the
“Mr. F. C. Ayres, Director
earnings from his first week's work car for
Rockland
Savings Division.
for nearly a year.
COOMBS BROS.. Belfast, Me.
H-tf
Managers
2G2 Federal Building,
“I’ll soon get you paid up, doctor,"
Boston, Mass.
he announced gratefully, “and I'm goSTATE OF MAINE.
of Knox, ss
: ing to send you n lot of new patients. County
Dear Mr. Ayres: —
To John Hannon, formerly of Vinalhaven,
I I won't ever forget what you’ve done Maine, whose present residence Is unknown, and
I wish to congratulate you on the
for me. I’m a grateful man nnd a who cannot be found by reasonable diligence:
JOHN S. FOLEY
success of the Savings organization
Whereas, John Hannon on the flrst day of
true friend to you, nnd I intend to March, 1910, mortgaged to John E. Leach, now
President
Letter
Carriers'
Association
which has been formed among the
deceased, aud the undersigned Sadie E. Leach
advertise you far and wide."
No. 54
employees of the Metropolitan Bos
being the duly appointed and qualified admin
Thnt was just what Greg proceeded istratrix of his goods and estate; the gas ves
ton! Postal District.
sel called the “Joker,’’ of the burden of seven
This work has my unqualified ap endorses the savings plan of the to do In a thoroughly effective way. tons, or thereabouts, together with the mast,
The
promised
patients
began
to
come
Treasury
Department
and
urges
its
bowsprit, boat, anchors, cables, chains, rigging,
proval, and I consider it an honor to
first in ones and twos and then In tackle, apparel, furniture and all other neces
head the list in this Savings Society. membership
thereunto appertaining and belonging;
droves. Dr. Blair did not move his saries
said vessel has one deck and one mast, billet
I sincerely feel a great deal of
1— To adopt the habit of regularly field of professional labor. He found head, elliptic stern, that her length is 36 feet
pride in the achievement, and I hope
breadth 11.5 feet, her depth 5 feet, to se
saving a part of their pay.
nn adequate one right at hand nnd her
cure the payment of $360. which mortgage is
that many other postoffices will fol
recorded
in the Collector’s office. District of
within
a
few
months
had
clients
scat

2— To invest such savings in Gov
low the example set by Boston.
Maine, and New Hampshire. Port of Vinaltered all over the county.
ernment Savings Securities.
With best wishes for your con
liaven, in Liber of Mortgages, folio 522 ; and
Times prospered for Dr. Blair to a whereas the conditions of said mortgage have
tinued success, I am
And be if further resolved:
broken.
degree where he was able to purchase been
Now, therefore, notice is hereby given of the
Yours very truly,
That we call upon the carriers to an old horse and surrey to aid him in intention
of the said Sadie E Leach, in her
(Signed)
ROLAND M. BAKER,
use eveiy effort to form a Govern his calls. He was quite pleased and said capacity as administratrix of the estate of
Postmaster.” ment Savings Association in the of proud of the rig, nnd whenever the said John E. Leach, to foreclose said mort
gage for breach of its conditions
fices in which they are employed.
SADIE E. LEAtH.
vehicle required repair's, drove over
The formation o? this splendid so
Admx Estate of Jo^n E Leach.
to Leesburg nnd employed faithful,
Rockland, Maine, July 9, 192L. ’
82T88
ciety has been far-reaching in its
deserving Greg to attend to the same.
effect, for already the post offices in LOYALTY
Estate of Linda M. Clark
"Ah! an automobile," observed Dr.
the larger cities in each State in the
NOTICE.
• * • • •
Blair one day, when he came after the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
district have begun to follow suit and
June
21,
1921,
she
duly appointed admin
Means Much
renovated surrey. “I have often wished istratrix with will was
have undertaken the formation of
annexed of the mate of
I
had
one
ns
I
have
such
n
wide
terri

Linda
M
Clark,
late
of
Warren in the County
»
»
*
•
•
Savings Societies within their respec
of Knox, deceased, and on July 1, 1921, was
tory to cover."
tive organizations. Among the cities To Some Men
duly qualified to fill said trust by giving bond
Greg did not reply, hut he chuckled as the law directs.
where this work Is In progress are,
All (>ersons having demands against the
* • • * •
secretly. A vast bleu came into Ids estate,
Dover, N. H., (where they have a
are desired to present the same for
j mind. lie wns a handy man at tools settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
100% society), Portsmouth, N. II., POSTMEN
quired
to
make payment immediately to
anil for a very small amount had
Concord, N. H., Manchester, N. H.,
* * • • •
LILLIAN A CUNNINGHAM
bought the auto, practically a wreck,
Lowell, Mass., and Providence, R. I.
Warren, Maine.
Are Loyal
July
1.
1921.
Jul? 7-14 21
hut
he
now
set
at
work
to
restore
II
Reports of sales vhich are beginning
• • * • •
to flit original condition. A mouth
to come in to headquarters from
I later he drove it down to Fairview.
these new societies prove conclusively To UNCLE SAM
There wns a neat little speech lo the
that the employees of the Post Office
• • • • •
man he so revered and the doctor un
Department really believe in> the se
curities which they sell as a safe and Not Only
derstood that he had a true and grate
worth-while means of investment, for
ful friend.
• * • • •
there can be no better evidence of
It was the happiest moment in the
Do They Sell
their faith than the fact that thet
life of Greg when he was hailed on
through a “Rooms Foi
• • • • •
are themselves, putting their savings
the road by the doctor In his auto
into them.
resplendent
in
Its
new
coat
of
paint
THRIFT STAMPS
Rent” ad and keep the
The reports from the Boston Postal
ant) In perfect order.
• * • • •
Society already show sales amount
"You have done a great thing for
disfiguring placard out
ing to upwards of $1200. Owing to And War Savings Stamps
me," observed Blair warmly. “This neat,
the fact that the work of organizing
• • « » •
speedy machine means a dignity and
many of the sub-stations is of so re But They Buy Them.
opulence I never expected to attain.’' of yout front window.
cent a date that they have had no op
“Don’t forget what I owe to you,
• » • • •
portunity to report, these figures are
doctor,” exulted Greg, and the grate QThe newspaper ad is
DO
YOU?
most encouraging.
ful llfeht In his honest eyes advised
Dr. Blair that he had tlie ardent dignified, sends you
homage and liking of a true man.
Peruvian Idea of Dignity.
The Oldest Piano,
numerous applicants
The mayor of the smallest town In
The oldest plnno in existence wns
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
made by Crlstofori In the year 1720, Peru feels Hint It Is Incumbent upon carries the home news of Knox county
and la still In good condition. But hint,. In order to make the proper dis to every State in the Union and to from which to choose,
Its sound Is more like thnt of a harp play of official dignity, to be accom many foreign lands.
than a piano, for Its wires, instead of panied by a bund of pipers whenevei
and does not detract
being struck by hammers are plucked he appears on any state occasion
These musicians have Instruments
If You Like Our Paper,
by points of quill or of hard leather.
from the exclusiveness
which consist of n series of reedt
strung together and make a weird
Tell
Your
Friends;
Hair Dyes Not Needed.
of your home.
music.
Hair dees are unknown among Chi

and Receive Charter From Savings

pert, Is nn industry for which physi
cal conditions in Jtal.v nnd the Italian
iCinperament are peculiarly favorable,
nnd consequently this branch of activi
ty early attained a high degree of de
velopment. Italy now claims to rank
second to the United States among
Prom factory, farm and workshop grime
the nations of the world In the manu
We gathered there to sing Christ’s praise,
facturing of motion pictures. An Idea
To voice God’s gospel, rich, sublime,
of the Importance of this industry in
And promises of endtess days;
Though taint of fleshly pleasure mars
the economic life of the country ran (
This pretty town in Fine Tree State,
be derived from the fact that the work- i
Yet not e’en the noise of street cars
Distuitoed while we on God did wait.
Ing capital employed is now estimated |
al 30(1,000,000 lire and the actual capi
'Twas there we met dear pilgrims worn
By weight of years and labors great;
tal invested at 100.000.000 lire. There
Whatever crosses they had borne.
are eighty-two companies engaged In
They joyed in all and glad relate
the production of films, of which the
The wars they’d waged ’gainst sin and hell,
In inarching to their promised rest.
greater number are located at Itome,
Victorious conquests there they told,
which naturally presents unusual ad
Through Christ their leader, spirit guest.
vantages from the scenic standpoint.
God tempers wind to his shorn sheep.
The annual production of new films
And warms their hearts mid coldest blast;
They sow in weeping, but shall reap
In Italy has reached 1.600,000 meters,
In joys eternal when time’s past
nnd If It is estimated that forty copies
None are exempt from mortal blight.
For frost doth follow summer air;
are made from each negative the total
Yet sting of Death, its fatal bite,
Christ conquered; hence, his life saints of printed films is 64,000,000 meters.

Our Brother Smith, with serious look,
A pastor .staunch and true;
And Brother Chrookite. I must book.
He’s pilgrim-bound for Canaan, too
There’s Brother Thurston with his wife.
From South Union they autoed fast.
They’ve weathered many a gale In life
And hopeful of Heaven’s port at last.

(©. 1321, Western Newspaper L’nion.J

1476 Carriers and Clerks Sign Application

Bright, tranquil airs did fan the trees,
The tinkling cowbells clear were heard,
The flitting wild birds and the bees
Spoke there God's freedom, joys and word;
‘Twas well that men and women sought
Such a quiet nook that Nature rears?
To worship God through campaign fought,
There work, rejoice and wipe off tears

Dear Brother Ufford was found at feast,
Enjoying fully sermons, songs,
Tho’ battle worn he has not ceased
To jubilate—he’s free from wrong
There’s Davis, too, of fewer years.
With forehead paled by churchly cares;
’And Doctor Plumer, who never fears
To trumpet truth and offer prayers.

A Grateful
Patient
By ALDEN CHAPMAN

Union Common in calm repose
Country Makes it Second Only
Lies inland from Maine's rock-bound shore,
to the United States.
Surrounded by fair hills where blows
Pure airs that shattered nerves restore;
Tall spline and hemlock trees uprear
The production of motion pictures,
Their tufted spires on rock-clad hills,
While valley fields lie drinking clear
says the United States commerce reCold waters from rock-gushing rills.

We greeted in that campaign fair
Its genial evangelist so kind;
Brother Greenwood, a man of prayer.
No sturdier Christian you can find;
Brother Barnard, too. with heavy frame.
And faith more weighty, hope enthroned,
Brother 'Overlock devoted puts to shame
Some theologians college-honed.

Page Five

Probably Oldest Industry.
The Impending sale of Brandon
Park, an estate of 2,000 acres on the
Norfolk-Suffolk (Eng.) borders, recalls
what Is probably the oldest and most
enduring Industry in the world—flint
working.
At Brandon the flrst flint worklDg
Industry has been carried on for sev
eral thousand years. A small colony
of workers Is still making gun flints
there and exporting them to savage
tribes In Northern and Central Africa.
It Is said that these workmen arc
lineal descendants of the flint workers
of the neolithic age.
Slowing Down Production,
•'How do you like the new hired
man?’’
“I like him flrst rale,” replied Farm
er Corntossel.
“But I've got my
doubts about whether we can afford
to keep him. He talks so Interestin'
about political economy and things
that everybody wauls to quit work an’
llaton-"

-----

—

NEW IDEA IN MOTIVE POWER
Vertical Vanes Used in Windmills
Forestall Possibility of Idleness
in Any Weather.

Europe is facing a serious shortage
of fuel, of all kinds. Coal, gas, gaso
line, wood, alcohol—all these fuels are
lucking. The result is that Inventors
have turned out in force to solve the
power problem In new ways. A French
inventor has developed a new form of
windmill in which vertical vanes are
used. The advantages of this form are
said lo be: Power—no matter in what
direction the wind Is blowing; noise
less operation; the windmill does not
have to turn about, with consequent
loss of time; there Is no danger from
strong winds or gales; it develops
five times the power derived from usual
forms of windmills; there is practical
ly no upkeep or operating expense.
The builder says that he is ready to
undertake the building of such wind
mills in all capacities from one-half to
100 horse power nnd over. The wind
mill is recommended to be run In con
nection with an electric generator and
storage battery, so that, when the
wind is blowing, electrical energy Is
stored up for use during the calm
weather. However, It Is estimated
that the windmill can operate in prac
tically any weather, nnd but very’ few
idle days are encountered throughout
the year, writes Hereward Carrington
in Leslie's. This windmill may prove
of the greatest practical value to many
farmers and those desirous of obtain
ing power cheaply and easily.

PROOF OF TRUE FRIENDSHIP
What More Could Be Asked of Any
Man Than the Sacrifice That
Is Here Recorded?
There are various ways of evidenc
ing true friendship. Sorrow and suf
fering bring out the best In'others, but
it Vs our habit to be sympathetic and
not always does it prove that sympa
thy and friendship are akin. When a
man will lend you money without col
lateral he Is indeed a friend.
But we find our true friends In oth
er ways. The other day we were in a
hurry nnd we needed a hair cut. So
we beat It Into our favorite harber
shop to find our favorite barber busy,
and a man ahead of us.
We were about to depart without the
trim we sorely needed, when the man
ahead of us spoke up:
-.“You always have the same barber,
don’t you?"
“Yep," we replied.
“Well, I'm next for his chair, but
I'm in no hurry. You Just go ahead
and take my turn. I'll wait’’
There wns friendship for you, and as
we thanked him for his kindness we
couldn't help remarking:
“Greater love hath no man than
tills, that he will give up his place in a
barber shop for another.”—Exchange.

Attention, Dlogenee.
Diogenes, wake up 1
Here's your honest man!
Right here In Houston, recently, a
man entered the consolidated railway
ticket office and purchased a ticket for
a child more than five years old. Then
he promptly tore the ticket up.
It developed that a woman, accom
panied by a child, departed from Hous
ton within the last few days for a city
more than 1,000 miles away, but did
not obtain transportation for the child.
Whrti the ticket wns bought the pur
chaser was asked when the party was
going. He replied, “They have already
gone.”
Then It developed that the man, consclenee-slricken at the thought of
cheating the railroads out of the cost
of a child's ticket, decided to follow the
old adage. “Better late than never.”—
Houston Post.
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nese women, as their hair is uniform
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TOWN PESTS

CHAUTAUQUA SYSTEM,
CREATES DEPARTMENT
FOR TOWNS’ SERVICE

“Everything for the farm Irani Twine In Tractors"

EVBSYBDDl’8 COIN

WANTED

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burr and daugh
Advertisements in this column not to exceed
ter. Miss Mabelle Fuller of Ludlow.
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 limes
Mass., were guests last week of Mra.
for 50 cents.
Additional lines 5 cents each
David Fuller.
for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
Six words
make
a
line
Mrs. R. T. Bailey of Waldoboro was
the weekend guest of Mrs. Osborne
Summer Cottages and Board
Welt.
On Power Machines
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bucklin and
NOW is the time when people are laying
McCormick, Deering
little son George arrived Saturday
summer vacation plans
The Courier-Gazette
~
suggests that owners of cottage property, to let
from New York and are spending a
Community Chautauquas Come
or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
week with Mr. and Mrs. Bucklin at
and International
announce the fact under this heading, where it
South Warren.
will be read all over New England.
to Front With New Plans.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Stetson and
WANTED—Summer boarders, good location,
Complete
daughter Mildred. Donald Mathews of
near Union Conunon. Tel. 14-11 UNION
Warren and Ralph Swift of Bangor
82*84
The Community Chautauqua System,
were at Walter J. Swift's over the
Line
which has its headquarters on Church
FOR SALE—Fine furnished cottage and
SViurth.
double lot of land on eastern shore of Lake
68tf
and Grove streets. New Haven, Conn.,
Megunticook, Camden. Inquire ot' RKUEL ROB
Robert Hall of Waterville was the
has recently established a Department
INSON.
Camden.
82tf
Re-duced in Price
weekend guest of his aunt, Miss
of Community Service for all its cir
TO LET—'Furnished cottage at Crescent
Emma Frost.
Beach. Eight rooms MRS A J MOODY. 438
cuit towns. In speaking of this new
Lost and Fount
Mrs. Emmeline Seavey of Portland,
Old
County Road, Rockland. Tel 645-12.
branch, a Community representative ■ j
who has been visiting her daughter,
81-83
LOST—Suit case between Waldoboro and
said: "It has long been a desire on I g
FULL LINE OF REPAIRS
’s Harbor. Reward. ALBION STEIN,
Mrs. Bert Copeland, went Monday to
TO LET—8 room cottage, comfortably fur Tenant
Waldoboro. Me.. R. D. No 2.
82*81
the part of Community Chautauquas jj
Warren where she will spend a few
nished. $150 for season. MRS. W. W. HOWE,
80*82
LOST—Automobile registration plate number
days.
to create this service department. We lg Get the New Prices and the Latest Machines s North Haven. Me.
:77D on road between Rockland and Belfast.
Mrs. Arthur M. Lenfest and daugh
have never been able to do so until
TO LET—To responsible parties for the sea
82alt
Demonstrated at
son of 1921, niy furnished home of nine rooms, Return to this office
ters Muriel and June, who have been
this year, due to the fact that most
situated
on
the
shore
of
Spruce
Head.
MARY'
LOST
—
Colfo
dog,
white
chest
and
collar,
spending the past week with relatives
of our time has been spent on the
81-90
brown sides, dark patch on rump. Answers to
O. IIV R D ’ S
I T ELWELL. Spruce Head
in town, left Monday night for their
the
name
of
Esko.
Reward
Hold
and
notify.
building and producing of our big suipTO LET—7-room furnished cottage at Crcs CHARLES HILL. It F 1). Rockland. Bos 10’..
home in Medford Hillside.
mer programs. The establishment of
cent Beach. MRS. A. J. TOLMAN, 84, Broad
82-84
Mrs, Lawrence Colgan of Augusta
•
South
Thomaston,
Me.
'
’
Street
Tel. 168-1.
80-84
T.f
this department of Community Serv
spent, the weekend here with her hus
LOST
—
Plain
gold
ring
on
gold
chain
FJpdThe Gloom Spreader is Always ice Is the natural and logical result of
FOR SALE—Small cottage at East Warren on
SraHKSiK BBBIIIW
band
the Oyster River, also small row boat. Both or notify MRS. BONNEY, Glencove, Me80*82
Talking
about
His
Troubles.
We
nil
our
policy
for
all-year-round
service
The annual picnic of the Methodist
bargains. TEL. 32-4. Thomaston, Me. 80-8!
No. 1446. Reserve District No. 1.
FOUND—Black and brown collie. Owner may
Stfnday school will be held Wednes have Plenty of our Own without Lis to our towns. Through it we expect
TO LET—-Fine seven-room cottage, water have
same by proving ownership and paying
day at Oakland Park. Special cars tening to this Pest, who should Lay to co-operate with you in your various
front, electric lights, live storage for autos expenses.
JOHN AHLBERG, 561 Old County
GEORGE A. TARR, Rockland, Maine. Box 245 Road.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
OIT the Sob Stuff. Folks, shun him projects for community welfare. We
will leave the waiting room at 9.45.
80*82
Tl-tf
Carleton H. Hammond of Brooklyn, like a Pestilence, Babies ery at his are able to give information, plans and
LOST—A diamond and sapphire bar pin.
WANTED
—
Summer
boarders
at
"Rockledge
OF THE
N. Y., is spending his vacation with Approach and li’l Dawgs tuck their service on any community subject."
Inn.” Spruce Head, Me
Rates reasonable, platinum setting, between the Thorndike Hotel
Dr. and Mrs. B. H. Keller.
.•'or information address MRS. T. L. MAKER. and Tillson Wharf, or on steamer to Isle an
Tails between their Legs and Sneak
Wide Range for Service
Haut. Finder will be suitably rwarded by re
Miss Polly Floyd of Portland is
Tel. 21-15.
68tf
ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
turning to Thorndike Hotel or MRS. EDGAR
From tlie New Haven Chautauqua
spending the summer with Mrs. Adelle Silently Away.
FOR SALE—Two furnished summer cottages, 8 frKRGKANT, Isle au Haut.___________ 80 82
headquarters comes the information
At Rockland, in the State of Maine, atthe close of business on June 30, 1921 and 9 rooms, at Owls Head, Me. Fine loca
Blown.
LOST—Number plate 148-E. Return to
tion; price low; terms easy. B. F. HUSSEY.
that this new department is especially
Mr. and Mrs. James Barr. Mr. and
75tf
ROCKPORT
GEORGE M SIMMONS.
28 Church Street, Everett, Mass
44*82
RESOURCES
equipped to give prompt and helpful
Mrs. Edwin Stone. Miss Eunice Stone,
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
counsel
on
the
following
subjects:
Miss Marion Stone and Allie Sheldt
Loans
and
discounts.
Including
rediscounts
.............................
..
$78
Mrs Mary Thurston and son Alden
To Let
00 75t» 450 33 town road to Georges river. Beautiful loca
Deduct: Notes and hills rediscounted with Federal Reserve Bank ..
3
of Hudson, Mass., and Mrs. Edward Thurston are in town after an absence
Community Buildings and Neighbor
221 60 tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
Overdrafts, unsecured ......................................................... • • • - •. • • • • • • •
TO LET—Furnished rooms, two cool rooms
bathing
facilities
inquire
MISS
EVA
K
Beecham of Providence were the of several months and are occupying hood Houses.
Customers’ llabilitv account of "Acceptances” executed by this bank
on the first Hoar for housekeeping; electric
TORREY, Tenant’s Harbor.
32*tf
guests of Mrs. H. M. Bowes last week. their home.
and by other hanks for account of this bank, and now outstand
—their purpose and use
lights, gas range, bathroom. Also two newly
50,000 00
ing ........... .................... ................................ ........................................
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Winchenbach
papered rooms. 27 PARK STREET. Tel 45-13.
■i-thelr construction and equipment Deposited to secure circulation (U. S bonds par value ..................... 13
no
Sturgis Grotton returned Sunday to
82-84
left Friday for a visit in Union and Biddeford after a ten days’ visit with
84
All other United States Government Securities......................................
3
—their operation and maintenance
Wanted
187.224 84
Ueadfleld.
Tota 1 ........................ ................... . ..............................................................
TO
LET
—
3
furnished
rooms
for
light
househis parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Grot
—their program and management.
527.364 83
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc. ......................................................... *
WANTED—Good strong capable general keplng, 25 OCEAN ST.
91-lt
This afternoon and evening the ton.
20,000 00 house work woman at tho OWLS HEAD INN
Banking
House
...........
..............................................................................
A
splendid
hook
of
floor
plans
for
"Epworth League will hold a straw
TO LET—Two nicely furnished rooms, elec
51.481 79 Mrs. Truscott.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ..............................................
Mrs. J. M. AA'est and Miss Sallic
82-84
trie lights Singly or en suite. Low price. >5
berry festival on the Mall, serving Hodson of Germantown, Pa., and community buildings has been pre Cash in vault ........... ..................................................................................
61,053 10
WANTED
—
Table
girl.
MURRY
’
S
CAFE
470
UNION
STREET
81*83
Amount
due
from
hanks,
bankers
and
trust
companies
in
the
United
pared
for
Community
Chautauquas,
strawberry shortcake, strawberries Misses Katharine and Frances Shep
81-83
States (other than included In Items 8, 9.10) .............................
20,370 66 Main Street.
TO LET—Tenement 7 rooms, stable, also
with cream, ice cream with or with herd of Winthrop. Mass., are occupy Inc., by Guy Lowell, the New York and Checks
on other banks in the same city or town as reporting bank
WANTED—Young man for night clerk at apartment of 4 furnished rooms, every kitchen
out strawberry sauce, cake, fancy ing the Shepherd cottage Tckeninls Boston architect. This Book contains
(other than Item 12) ............................................................................
2.243 85 WESTERN
81-83
UNION TEL C\>.
convenience Inquire of FRANK AVERILL, 63
8
61
cookies, sandwiches, iced tea and for the summer.
elevations and floor plans for twelve Total of Items 10. it. and 13......................................................................
9>tf
Checks on bank3 located outside of city or town of reporting bank
WANTED—Crocheters on infants’ bootees and Crescent Street
orangeade. Your patronage is in
buildings
of
various
designs
and
sizes,
and other cash items .......................... . ...............................................
Mrs. Mary Whitman and daughter
R.782 17 sacques
Highest prices. Submit samples
TO LET—Barn suitable for garage, will hold
vited.
Redemption fund with U S Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer
7,500 00 Mention this paper SCHLESINGER, 117 East 2 or 3 cars. 20 ORANGE ST Tel 556-R
Barbara of Brookline, Mass., are at R. all practical and economical os well
80*82
Miss Bertha Hunt has returned W. Carleton's for an indefinite period. as attractive.
24th St . New York City.
81*83
Total
................................
.
...........................................................................
$1,688,693 17
from Cushing where she has been
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house
WANTED—Idle? Big business Is ready for
Mr. and Mrs. James Clish of Port
Public Recreation—Outdoor and In
visiting her grandparents.
you
Sell 137 products direct to farmers on keeping Also separate rooms. Inquire 72
LIABILITIES
land are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed door.
80*82
Stanley R. Cushing is driving a new ward C. Merriam.
150.000 00 credit. If you own team or auto, are under CAMDEN STREET.
Capital stock paid in ............................ .............. ........................................
Boys
’
Clubs
50,
can
give bond, we start you. Twenty mil
100,000 00
Ford coupe.
Surplus fund ........................................................ ........................................
TO LETr-Furnlshed room
MRS. W. S.
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
lion
use
our
products
Good
territory
open
Dramatics
Undivided profits .................................................. ................
32.759 28
KENNISTON. 176 Main St Tel 278-R. 79tf
Lucille Reed returned Saturday from will have a picnic at Oakland Park
38,973 32 Write J R WATKINS CO . Dept 114. Winona
Reserved for interest and taxes accrued........... ................
6.214 04
Winter Sports
80*8:
Vinalhaven where she has been visit Wednesday afternoon in honor of the
142,300 00 Minn. It’s your life chance.
TO LET—Small upper flat. Tel 232-12 or
Circulating notes outstanding ....................................................................
Town Planning
78tf
ing relatives.
Amount due to State hanks, bankers, and trust companies in the
WANTED—Nurses The Knox County Genera 456-R
seven new members who have recently
United States and foreign countries (other than included in
Roadside and Street Planting
Hospital can now take, as Pupil Nurses, three
Mrs. Annie Winchenbach has gone been initiated. Supper will be served;
TO LET- Furnished room, 16 BROAD ST.
2,629 65 girls, not less than 18 years old, who must have
Item 21 or 22) ............................................... ........................................
62-tf
to Portland to visit her son Walter and should the day be stormy the
Public Health Work (such as anti* Certified checks outstanding................................ ........................................
419 00 had at least two years in the High School. Full or Tel. 741-M
for a few weeks.
Total of Items 23 and 24..............................................................................
65
TO LET Building on Tillson Avenue, suit
period of training, two years and three months
gathering will be held at the G. A. mosquito campaigns, etc.)
Individual deposits subject to check...........................................................
354.518 27 This hospital has an excellent Nurses’ Home able for store or restaurant. MRS. B. POL
Mr. and Mrs. Jere Sullivan and R. hall.
Social Surveys
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 days (other than for
<r>0
separate from the hospital proper This insti LOCK
little nephew, Joseph Sullivan, left
School Garden Contests
mono}' borrowed) ............................................. ......................................
11,505 39 tut’.on is authorized to give diplomas, which on
Mr. and Mrs. James AA'hiting and
TO LET Somebody is needing a bouse or
Saturday for their home in Dorches family of Philadelphia are occupying
Dividends unpaid ........................ ............. ................................................
9,467 00 title a graduate to apply for Registration under
Americanization of Immigrants
rooms Advertise yours In this column and
Total of demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Re
ter. Mass.
the State law. Apply to CAROL D. WHITING you'll get an application Immediately.
3-tf
Mrs. Nettie Shepherd’s house for the
Motion Pictures for other than com
serve. Items 26. 27, and 30.................................................................... 3
66
Supt 2 Maple St.. Rockland. Me.
80tf
Mrs. C. J. Kavanaugh and son Ed summer.
Certificates
of
deposit
(other
than
for
money
borrowed)
.................
22
172
54
mercial purposes.
TO LET One furnished room. 10 I’LEASward and brother Thomas Hartland
WANTED—(Men. women) over 17, for Postal ANT STREET
Other time deposits........................................... ............................................
806.708 00
66* tf
Miss Hattie Aborn of Camden has
No Charge for Service
Mail Service
$120 month. Experience un
motored from Providence. R. I., last been spending a few days at Charles
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve, Items 32. and 34 .......... 828.880 54
TO
LET
—
STORAGE
—
For
furniture,
etovee.
necessary.
For
free
particulars
of
examina
Acceptances
executed
by
this
bank
for
customers
..............................
50.000
00
There
is
to
be
no
charge
for
this
week and are guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. Collins’.
tions, write J. LEONARD, (former Civil Ser ana musical instruments or anything that re
S. H. Reed.
■service. The Community Chautauqua Total ...........................................
quires
a
dry,
clean
room.
Terms
reasonable.
ice
examinr)
1057
Equitable
Bldg,
Washing
$1,688,693
17
Mrs. Lizzie Blanchard of Roxbury.
J R FLVR. 221 Main 8t.. Rockland
451/
John Swift of Roxbury, Mass., is Mass., was the recent guest of Mrs. System urges everyone to write to the
ton. D C.
81*83
State of Maine. County of Knox, ss
the guest of his brother, Walter J. Blanche Carver.
Service Department concerning local
WANTED—A young girl would like a po
I, H E Robinson. Cashier of the above named bank, do aolemnlv swear that the above sition as helper with children for the summer
Swift, for a few days.
Miscellaneous
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robarts of community problems that are con statement is true tn the best of mv knowledge and belief
H E ROBINSON. Cashier.
Address "P” Box H., Rockland
80tf
Mrs. H. B. Storms and daughter Rockland were guests at C. E. Grot- stantly arising to perplex. The system
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day of July, 1921
(Seal)
120-ACRE
RIVERSIDE Farm with horse.
Mona are guests of Mr. and Mrs. ton’s Sunday.
WANTED—Light, used touring car. with
ARTHUR L ORNE. Notary Public
“mphasizes the fact that they are will
crops, 4 cows and heifers. 4 hogs, wagons,
seif starter, demountable rims, Dodge or Buie
George Simmons.
sleighs, threshing machine, implements, veget
Miss Margaret Simonds, who has ing to help solve these problems and Correct—Attest: A S LITTLEFIELD.
referred. Must be in good condition and
Mr. and Mrs. Jonah D. Morse spent been the guest of her grandmother,
W W CASE.
bargain for cash. E. F. HANSON. Belfast, ables, wood, etc . everything to quick buyer for
$2300. with $1000 down, easy terms: edge town
GILFORD B BUTLER.
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Julia A. Thorndike left last that you Incur no expense nor obllgaMaine.
80-82
Ion In writing for their service.
in famous farming section, heavy cropping
I
Elmug Morse.
WANTED
—
Position
as
housekeeper
by
fields; brook-watered pasture; large quantity
week for Boston to attend summer
Let us keep this department in mind
Granville Brow and son Bernard of school at Simmons College.
middle age lady 23 FRANKLIN STREET Tel
ood. timber; ma pie-shaded, 6-roora house
ind when we are In need of help coll
26rJ
80*82
erlooking village and beautiful river, big
Friendship were weekend guests of
The funeral services of Eugene in It to assist. Anything that Is erebarn.
silo, garage, etc. Details page 8 lllus
No. 2371. Reserve Distriot No. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Morse.
They
WANTED—Outside and inside painting. Job
Carey were held Sunday afternoon at
ataloguc 1100 Bargains. FREE. STROUT
work a specialty; 40c per hour. CHARLES L.
visited Mrs. Brow at Silsby Hospital
■ted for welfare of communities should
ARM AGENCY, 335 D. G. Water Street. Au
the home of his sister, Mrs. Percy
COLLINS, 155 Pleasant 8t., City,
77*82
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
where she is convalescing from an Grant, and were attended by a large inve our enthusiastic support, and we,
gust, i. Me.
82 If
operation.
WANTED
—
Kitchen
girl
at
WINDSOR
HOTEL
BERRY PICKERS and gunners are warned to
number of relatives and friends. The n turn, should make use of Its facili
ll
.
—
OF
THE
—
Mrytle Street.
75tf
Donald Shrader is home for a few floral tributes were many. Rev. An ties.
keep off my premises at the Head of the Bay,
days.
WANTED-Table girl and dish wa»her at as I shall prosecute all such. GEORGE B.
NORTH
NATIONAL
BANK
drew jjoung of the Baptist church
HEX.
80*103
once at TRAINOR’S RESTAURANT
73-tf
Mrs. Caroline Thomas, who has officiated. Interment was in Sea A’iew
At Rockland, in the State of Maine at the close of business on Juns 30, 1921.
BERRY PICKERS—Are warned that there Is
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Adele cemetery.
WANTED
-rMen
or
women
to
take
orders
CAMDEN
bull in the pasture and not to trespass on
among friends and neighbors for the genuine
RESOURCES
H. Morse, returned to Boston Monday
8<itf
$676,415 97 guaranteed hosiery, full line for men, women the pastures of SAMUEL H DOE.
Loans and discounts ...................................................................................
night.
and
children.
Eliminates
darning.
We
pay
23
453
Overdrafts, unsecured....................................................................................
NOTICE—A bovine beast is pastured on
The
Village
Shop
has
added
to
its
75c
an
hour
spare
time,
or
$3»J
00
a
week
for
Mrs. Catharine Cullen of Lewiston
45,900 00
Deposited to secure circulation (U. 8. bonds par value) .....................
WARREN
full time Experience unnecessary. Write IN Dodge Mountain. You are forbidden to tresv
very attractive establishment a com All other United States Government Securities.....................................
52.982 57
was the weekend guest of Miss Belle
STOCKING MILLS. Norris . ass upon the mountain farm. During the
137,982 57 TERNATIONAL
Cullen.
pact grocery department consisting of Total ..................................................................... ........................................
blueberry season you are not to gather berries
58Ttf
Miss Lucille Walker has arrived many kinds of canned an<f package Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc..............................................................
496,766 26 town. Pa.
nor to enter the blueberry fields under the
Leonard Shrader, who has been home from Portland.
20.000 00
Banking House .............................................................................................
WANTED-In order to take care of our penalty of the law Chap. 129, Sec. 19, Statues
goods.
transferred from Portland to Boston
00
1.000
no
Furniture
and
fixtures
.......
....................................................
21,000
rapidly
growing
business,
we
want
to
list
25
of
1916 W. SNOW, owner
78tf
Mr. Wentworth broke his leg while
52.029 66
or more farms at onca anywhere in Kimx
The Camden Grist Mill dam has been Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank..............................................
mail service, is home
a few days. playing ball and is now at Silsby
BERRY
PICKERS
—
And
others
are
hereby
(
’
ash
in
vault
and
amount
due
from
national
banks
.........................
73.090
80
county.
We
also
arc
taking
on
cottages,
shore
undergoing repairs.
Checks on banks in the same city or town as reporting bank ..........
property, city real estate and timberland. LEON warned not to trespass on the land on tho
17,367 42
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Jones of Belfast
of Items 10 and 13............................................................................
C. FISH, Manager E. A. Strout Farm Agency, Tolman farm lielonging to the undersigned.
90,457 •»0
Donald Stedman was a guest of Mr. spent the weekend with her parents, Total
Checks on ranks located outside of city or town of reporting bank
largest in the world
71-tf
JESSE A. TOLMAN
76tf
Whitmore over the past weekend.
and
other
cash
items
............................................................................
3,181
03
Mr. and Mrs. James Achorn.
1 Model 75 Overland
WANTED
—
Your
proi»erty
to
sell.
I
nave
STAR
MAIL
ROUTE
SERVICE,
Camden
to
Redemption fund with U. S Treasurer and due from U. 8. Treasurer
Mrs. Ada Clark of Washington was
4,250 00
customers for all kinds of property. R. U Rockland via West Rockport; passengers taken,
Miss Regina Cash has been spend
Electric Lights, 4 good tires and
at Mrs. Frank Oliver’s last week.
COLLINS,
Real
Estate
and
Insurance,
375
Main
errands
done;
orders
solicited.
Leave
Camden
Total
.........................................................................................
ing a few days in Castine.
»1.M2.33« 94
Street. Tel 77
32-tf
45 a. m. arrive Rockland 7 00 ; returning
Mrs. Willis Vinal is spending the
a spare, for $75.00
Mrs Fannie Grinnell and daughter
Rockland 12 15. arrive Camden 2.00 p. m.
LIABILITIES
summer
at
her
sister
’
s,
Mrs.
Roger
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male leave
of Boston have been visiting in town. Capital stock paid In ......................................................................
Return
trip to W. Rockport made each after
Engine perfect
00
$100.0000
and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN 8 noon during
Gowell, at Poland, Me.
summer, returning to Camden at
Mrs. Nellie Donohue of Corning, N. Surplus fund .................................................................................................
20,000 00
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14
15tf
At the Hill Top Inn a rushing busi Y„ is the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. Undivided profits ................................................................................
15
next
morning. Special trips by appoint
18.515 40
1916 Light Ford Truck
ment.
Rates
reasonable. ROBERT J. HEALD,
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, chain
Circulating notes outs’ anding .....................................................
ness was conducted Sunday.
83.000 00
A. Smith. They are to make a visit
80-82
her maids, laundresses, general and kitchen Tel Rockland 404.
deposits subject to check ......................................................... ’
in good condition
238.931 90
Mrs. Julia Libby is visiting at Mrs. with their brother, William E. Dore, Individual
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
Dividends unpaid ......................................................................................... ’e
5,000 00
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Plcot Edge. Cov
Four new shoes and a spare for
Frank Oliver’s.
12 and 2 and 6 and 7 MRS HAWLEY. 780
Total
of
demand
deposits
(other
than
bank
deposits)
subject
to
Re

of Skowhegan before Mrs. Donohue
ered Buttons. Button Holes, Accordion Plait
High St...Bath. Me Tel. 725
lOS-tf
serve, Items 26 and 30 .......................................................................... 243,931 90
$250.00. Will trade. 10% cut on
Mrs. Ina M. Partridge has returned returns home.
ing, Narrow Knife and Side Plaiting. Orders
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed) ............... ..
10.456 00
Goodrich and Tyrian first grade
to Tenant’s Harbor after spending a
promptly filled
PHYLLIS E TOLMAN. 18
Mr. and Mrs. A E. Como and Mr. Other time deposits................... .................................................................
1.006.258 47
Leland St. T« 1 27o .1
79*89 •
shoes and tubes until the 20th.
few weeks with her daughter, Mrs. and Mrs. Ernest Lane were recent Postal savings deposits ................... :..............................
For
Sale
375 17
Harry Moore.
ANTIQUES- At LOWERS. Belfast, Me , op
.017.089 64
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dwinal.
FOR
SALE
—
Cherries,
red,
ripe.
MIKE
posite Shoe Factory.
75*104
Rev. Mr. Hughes of Damariscotta is
WEST END GARAGE
AMATA. 10 Maverick St.
Total
82*84
Mrs. A. H. Chamberlain and chil
$1,482,536 94
preaching as a candidate next Sunday dren <»f Methuen, Mass., are guests of
WHEN
IN
BOSTON
—
Every issue of The
THOMASTON, ME.
FOR SALE—In Thomaston .Maine, residence Courier-Gazette is on sale by the Old South
at the Baptist church.
of 14 rooms, suitable for two families, 1 a^re News Co., Washington St. opposite foot of
her mother. Mrs. E. J. Hooper.
State of Maine, County of Kno^,
K. L> MORRISON - Proprietor
Mrs. Annie Watts has had friends
of land, 15 young fruit trees, garage, electric School Cali around and get a copy of the
'
|j
r
,
d
*
.
B
%
r
'
’
K
C
»
Sh
l
er
of
.
the
named
bank,
do
solemnly
swear
that
th*
above
lights ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main St paper with tho home news.
visiting her from Boston.
23-tf
■qn.Vrh.? rf *h* b”’ <52?T
’nJ belief
BDWAKD F BERRY. Cashier
Telephone 77.
81tf
.lUbscnbeil and sworn lo before me this 9th day of July. 1921
Mrs. Glover and Miss Georgia
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
ISeal]
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
HOMER E. ROBINSON, Notary Publjc.
FOR SALE—Horse. 9 years old, weighs 1400, examine styles If you already have a plate
Mathews from Camden called on
Correct—Attest E. S BIRD
good worker and driver Cheap for cash, also bring it in and let us prim, you cards In latent
friends in town Friday.
A. 8 BAKER.
4-year old Guernsey heifer just freshened. C. size THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
Directors.
8-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hahn of Gardener
C I Bl'RROWS,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hooper and
E. GROTTON, Rockport. Telephone 14-3.
THOMASTON?" M E?
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at Hie
who have heen spending the past week little son Gleason, who have been
81*83
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall or
in town with relatives returned home visiting her sister, Mrs. Winnie Tay
FOR SALE—Collie pups
HARVEY BUT ders solicited HELEN C. RHODE8
18-tf
Fancy Bath Rugs and Towels, Saturday.
No. 890. Reserve District No. 1.
LER, Morse Corner. R. F. D., Rockland
lor, have returned to their home in
81*83
Mrs. Delia Robinson was the Sunday South Portland.
Children's Cretonne “Pollv Prim”
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
For Sale
Mrs. Rose Dukeshire of Allston has
FOR SALE—16-foot power boat; 4’^ h.
Aprons, Ladies’ Aprons, all styles. guest of her daughter Mrs. Forrest
Casco engine. K or P. coal, cap and belt,
Spear.
opened
her
cottage
at
Elmore
for
the
—OF THE™
FOR SALE—Fast sailing khockabout, 25-feet
New lot of Bungalow Aprons in
2
barber
chairs,
and
shop
equipment.
1
large
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hahn, daugh summer.
megaphone. MRS W. F. DYER, Camden. Tel overall, 7 ft. 6 in. beam, shoal draft, center
regular and outsizes. New Ging ter Harriet and sons Charles and
board. All gear, boat and sails as good as
Mrs. Etta Holbrook is at home.
131-2
81*83
THOMASTON
NATIONAL
BANK
hams.
new. Reasonable price if sold at once. W. F.
Frederick who have been visiting rela
Mrs. Fannie Sturtevant of Mass
FOR SALE—Cozy eight room house, electric SIMMONS, 280 Main St . Rockland, Me.
Another lot of 40-in. Cotton at tives the past week returned to Bel achusetts is visiting her sister, Mrs. At Thomaston, in the State of Maine, at the close of bueineee on June 30, 1921
lights, gas. bath room, new furnace, set tubs,
82-87
RESO UBl'KS
12’/£c yard. Bleached Cotton 15o fast Sunday.
cement cellar, nice lawn, barn suitable for gar
Addie Hastings.
Loans and discounts. Including rediscounts (except those shown In
FOR SALE—Building 10x20, suitable for gar
age within seven minutes of Main Street. R. U
yard.
Mrs. Charles French is entertaining
Mr. Meli and Lester Clark are
b and c) ...................................................... ...................................... $180,760 94
age or make a nest for two persons. JOHN W.
COLLINS, 375 Main 8t. Tel 77
80tf
36.242 54 217,003 48
Sweet Grass and Japanese Bask relatives.
stopping at Port Clyde Hotel. Glad Acceptances nf other banks discounted..................................................
LANE. 31 Spruce St Tel. 690-J
82*84
unsecured ..............................................................................
FOR SALE—South of Park street, flne resi
189 29
ets.
Ralph Wentworth broke one of his to see them come back to town. As Overdrafts,
(’. S. Government Securities cwned:
FOR SALE—1919 Model Ford Touring Car.
dence on corner lot, hot water heat, hard wood
legs in three places while playing ball Lester has not been in town for 31 Deposited to secure circulation (U. S Ijonds par value) .................
New Summer Underwear.
50,000 00
floors, set tubs, bath room. Dry cellar at all equipped with nice shock absortiers. electric
All other United States Government Securities..................................
Saturday.
48.472 55
times Garage. R. U. COLLINS. 375 Main St lights and dimmers, new non-skid tires and
years he may see many changes.
Total
.............................................................................................................
extras. Motor is in fine running condition and
Tel. 77.
80tf
98,472 55
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley enter
Sittings made day or evenings by
Frank Morris has returned home Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc.............................................................
has had good care This car is fully equipped
60
381,997
tained relatives to the number^of ten after spending a week at Silsby Hos Banking House .........................................................................................
FOR
SALE
—
Nearly
new
truck,
Chevrolet
appointment.
9,000 on
for a starter. Calj at 151 PLEASANT ST .
Model T. Manufacturer’s guarantee. Must sell City.
Saturday niglit.
82*84
7,500 no
pital, where he underwent a slight Furniture and Fixtures .................................................................... .
16.500 00
at one?. Real trade t»»r cash.
Tel 735-W
reserve wilh Federal Reserve Bank...................................
25,563 no
PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
Mrs. Inez Brown is in Searsmont, operation. He i-is well on the way to Lawful
FOR
SALE
—
Rummage
sale
July
12th„
189
L.
E.
BRADSTREET.
Jr
.
Hallowell,
Me.
Gash In vault and amount due from national banks ...................
32
31,866
the guest of her brother Charles Cush recovery and highly praises the hos Amount due from banks, bankers, and trust companies in the
North Main St , will continue until goods are
80-8:
PHONE 33-11
sold.
Hats
made
and
trimmod
CAROLINE
United States (other than included in Lems 8, 9. or 10)....
man at the home farm.
pital.
9,052 76
FOR SALE—One 1916 Ford Touring car; one SHERER SWETT
82-84
of Items 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13.........................................................
40,919 08
A demonstration on the construction
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mateer of Total
five passenger Willey’s-Knight Good condition
Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank
/
FOR
SALF
—
Aux.
sloop
boat
in
damaged
con
Bargains.
J.
C.
HARMAN,
Stonington,
Me.
of home-made dress forms will be Bath are the weekend guests of Mr.
and other cash Items ......................................................................
3.177 45
dition caused by fire, a good buy for man who
80-85
•Redemption fund with U. 8 Treasurer and due from U. 8. Treasurer
given at the Farm Bureau Office July and Mrs. Frank Morris.
2.500 00
can repair boat himself himself, inquire A D
FOR SALE—Mowing and raking machine, BIRD CO. 4 Camden St., Rockland, Me.
14 at 9 o’clock, standard. There will
Total ................................................................................................
harness and spare collars. CORTLAND CROW
$786,322 45
82-tf
be an all day meeting and is to be
<-GIFTS THAT LAST
LEY,
Ash Point. Me.
LIABILITIES
conducted by a home demonstration
FOR SALE—Seven acres of land and*-cottage
Capital stock paid In ........................................
FOR
SALE
—
Speed
Boat,
In
good
condition
50.000 00
lying between Belfast Road and shore' of Pe
agent from the University of Maine.
Surplus fund .....................................................
Call at 65 Tillson Ave
80*82
20.000 00
nobscot Bay. Camden A bargain. ‘ Inquire of
DON’T
Undivided profits .......................................... * *1* * ’* *’* ’ *’ ’’ . .............
Ladies who do their own dress
18.700 98
82tf
W. P. STRONG
FOR SALE—Baby carriage and crib both In REVEL ROBINSON. Camden.
Circulating notes outstanding .............................. ’ ’ * ’ ’
making should plan to attend this
48.900 00
good
condition.
Inquire
572
OLD
COUNTY
Individual
deposits
subject
to
check
...............
DO
FOR
SALE
—
Good
Holstein
cow,
fresh,
6
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
149.422
16
meeting.
Dividends unpaid ...........................
..................................
ROAD.
80*82
years old. S. H DOE. Tel. 569-M.
72-tf
2.496 00
WALL PAPER
■«THIS!
FOR SALE—Horse, weight 1400 lbs., good
FOR SALE—Double tenement at Southend
131,918 16
worker or driver. Will work single or double Lets
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
Certificates of <l» j,<»sit (other than for money borrowed.......................
for $22 per month. Inquire at 300 MAIN
Price reasonable. L. 8. FOGLER, South Hope, STREET.
10,000 00
APPLETON
Other time deposits ........................................................... \...................
49-tf
SUPPLIES
Me.
80-82.
486.743 33
FOR SALE—The Netoon farm at Nortl
>rthport
THOMASTON, MAINE
Total ....................................
FOR
SALE
—
Square
Vose
piano,
Tosewood
25 acres and 6 acres of young g
$786,322 45
; plenty
Evangelist Greenwood is to hold
Tu&Stf
case, good condition
New McDougal kitchen of wood. Splendid situation for a summer
State of, Maine County of Knox, m
meetings in the Square beginning
cabinet. May be seen Mondays and evenings home. Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO . BelI. F. II Iordan, cashier of the above-.
at 27 SOUTH MAIN Street.
80-82
Tuesday evening and to continue one
faet. Me
T*tf
statement is true to the boat of my knowledge
?u
k’ do B0,’’n,n,y «"***
«he above
week. It is to be hoped that all will
NOTICE
LEONARD
FOR SALE—Five second-hand bicycles. LIN
SUbSCri8ell|^<, ‘WOr“
bOf°r8 “•
d«y rf J.I,.
" JOTDAX C‘,’W'r’
FOR SALE—Second hand Chlckerlng parlor
WOOD A. SMITH, Washington, Maine. Tele grand piano; rosewood case. Inquire of MR.
Until further notice the Board of Selectmen avail themselves of this opportunity
Correct-Attest: W. G. WASHBURN,
W P STRONG, Notary Public.
phone Washington 12-19.
80-82
FOSTER. 75 Cedar atreet.
56-tf
and Treasurer of South Thomaston will mec to hear him as he is a fine speaker.
JOHN BROWN.
at the Selectmen's office at the Town Farm
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sprague of Au
FOR SALE—Sloop boat 26 feet long with sails
FOR SALE—J. H. Flint homestead at 29
T. S BINGER.
*Kcag Village, on the first and third Saturday
and 3% h. p. engine in perfect condition Will Franklin street, double lot, 9-room house, slated
RELIEVES DEAFNESS and
Direct ora.
afternoons of each month for the purpose of gusta are in town for their annual
be sold cheap if taken at once. C. T. BRAGG roof, bath, electric lights, cemented cellar, fur
STOPS HEAD NOISES. Simply
attending to the business of the town. All per vacation.
610 Main St.
.
79tf
nace heat, b9rn, woodshed, carriage house, hensons having business with the town arc re
Rub it Back of the Ears and
Mrs. Gertrude YVaterman and chil
pen HARRY M FLINT, at Flint’s Market. 262
FOR SALE—New and second hand hoots,
quested to present same at these meetings.
COCKERELS—Best strain White Leghorn Main street.
FOR SALE—Wmt.r crtbhuze plants, all va- shoes,
31tf
Insert in Nostrils. Proof of sucdren
of
Camden
were
at
Willard
Sher

clothing, hardware, dishes, musical In Cockerels for breeding. Good time to buy
RALPH P. ROWELL.
rleUes.
40c
ptr
lit#.
L.
E.
CLARK,
No.
1
Lake
eesa will be Riven by the druggist.
struments and furniture C. T BRAGG, 610 CHARLES T. SPEAR. 150 Middle Street
man’s the Fourth.
FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture
EDWARD C BROWN.
Ave Tel 321-1.
Main St.
6#tf
at B L RYDER’S. Pleasant St.. Rockport. 19-tf
79*84
CLARA O SPALDING,
Fur sale In Rockland by Corner Drug
Selectmen of South Thomaston
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
FOR SALE—Boats: 20 ft. power boat with
FOR SALE—Second band machinery in good
Those small ads in The CourierSlnre. Cur. Malli and Liniernck Sts
FOR SALE—Long and fitted haid wood, fitted
carries the home news of Knox county engine: 14 ft row boat; 10 ft. skiff; 14'A ft. mill wood, bard wood limbs, and fireplace wood working order one 4-foot Deering mower; 2
NOTICE—R B Filimnre is autnonzed to rep Gazette are read by every body. That
A. 0. LEONARD. INC.
double
ender.
all
new.
FRANK
A
JOOST,
5-foot
mowers; one 6-foot mower; three horse
T ,1. CARROLL, residence East
resent The Courier-Gazette In Knox county and is why they are so popular and
to every State In tho Union and to Carpenter and Boat Builder. 13" Main Street. delivered.
70 5th Ave.. New York City
Warren; P. 0 Thomaston. Tel Rockland, rakes WALTER S BENNER, Rockland, U. F.
to receipt fur mouej paid on new and old aub
many
foreign
lands.
Telephone 115-W.
73-8$
D. Box 70. Tel. 609-M.
effective.
263-2V
•iftplCM.
1*9-x

Farm Machine Prices Reduced

STITCHERS

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND

S.

Pillsbury Ory Goods Co.

EAR OIL

I

1

Every-Other-Dny

7

. ,
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Daddy’s
j Til® arrival and departure of guests during
Hie raratlon season Is of Interest both to them
and their friends. We are glad to print such
Items of social news and w|ll thank our friends
to supply us with Information In this con
nection

TELEPHONE

770

Supt. and Mrs. H. C. Hull left yester
day for Castine, where Mr. Hull de
livers an address before the Con
vention , of School Superintendents
Friday morning.
His subject is
"Building a Community Spirit"
Mrs. Jennie Carr of Springfield, Mass
Is the guest of Mrs. A. L. Harmon.

Everett W. Greene, principal of the
Stowe, Mass. High School, is spend
ing a few days at his Rockland home
before Joining his family In East
Woodstock. .

W. A. Holman of Portland spent
Friday and Saturday with his mother,
Mrs. W. O. Holman.
•
Miss Marlon Blodgett of Lexington,
Mass., is spending her vacation with
her parents at their Ingraham Hill
cottage.

Mrs. Richmond and daughter Helen
and the Misses Roy of Worcester,
Mass., are at Campkillcare for the
month of July.
A party of six frem Worcester
Mass., are at the Hildreth cottage
Ingraham Hill, for this month.
Mrs. Louis E. Wardwell of Camden
gave an afternoon auction party at the
Country Club Saturday, there being
six tables. The rooms were beautiful
ly decorated In pink and white Canter
bury bells. The favors were awarded
to Mrs. J. H. Wiggin, Mrs. Edwin
Smith of Thomaston, Mrs. Kelly, Jr., of
Camden, Mra. Fox of Philadelphia and
Mrs. C. H. Berry.
Miss Sarah F. Harrington suffered
an ill turn last Friday. Her condition
remains unchanged this morning.
Miss Annie Frost has arrived from
Massachusetts on her annual summer
visit to this city and vicinity.
Miss Frances Garcelon and little
friend Dorothy Ricker, spent the
weekend with Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer
at Ginn’s Point.

Mrs. Lillian Homer and party of
friends from Allston, Mass., are oc
cupying Mrs. Homer's cottage for a
few days.
Mrs.
Mary
Marden
of
West
Meadows is visiting her daughter, Miss
Edith Hook. 66 Pleasant street.

Mrs. Frank L. Green and children
are spending a few weeks at her for
mer home in Deer Isle.
Dr. Mary E. Reuter left Saturday
for a month's vacation, which she will
spend in Boston, Washington, D. C.,
Akron and Cleveland, Ohio and St
Louts. Sunday she attended a meet
ing at Hotel Lenox. Boston, of the
delegates to the American Osteopa
thic Convention. Dr. Reuter is the
Maine delegate to this convention
which will be held at Cleveland the
week of the 25th. In Washington she
will be the guest of Dr. Laura Shug
rue and In Akron she Is to be the
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Earle Sanborn
She will visit her former home In St.
Louis the first week in August.

Mrs. Wilson B. Keene and Mrs. W.
O. Bird were hostesses of a picnic
party at Lucia Beach yesterday. The
fog was an unwelcome guest but not
a disturbing factor.
Mr. and Mrs. George Roberts have
gone to Palmyra for a week’s visit
with Mrs. Roberts’ son, who has a
large farm there.
From Palmyra
they go to Perry for a month's visit
with relatives. This has been an an
nual trip with Mr. and Mrs. Roberts
for many years. They made the
Journey to Palmyra in Capt. Israel
Snow’s motor car.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cox of West
Somerville, Mass., are occupying “The
Birches," Fred M. Blackington’s cot
tage In West Rockport, for two weeks.
Sunday they had as guests Mr. and
Mrs. Fred M. Blackington, Mr. and
Mrs. AL Perry, and Mrs. James
Balloch.
>

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Harwood and
son Waldo of Portland motored from
JefTerson where Mr. Harwood
operating a timber lot. and were
weekend guests of Mrs. L. H. Snow
Ingraham Hill.
Charles S. Alperin returncJ to
Whitinsville, Mass., Sunday night.

Mrs. George Hebhard and son
George of Washington, D. C., arrived
lust week and are summer guests of
Mrs. L. H. Snow.
<
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett and daugh
ter of Montreal are visiting Mrs,
Hewett’s mother, Mrs. L. E. Foss.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Richardson of
Worcester. Mass, are at Pleasant
Beach for six weeks’ stay.

Mrs. George W. Brown and daughter
Nellie of Dorchester, Mass, are guests
of. Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Ulmer, Gurdy
street.
,
Rockland people are extending
cordial welcome to Mrs. Charles
Hcckbert. late of Hull, England, who
has just come to this country to make
her home, and whose husband is com
Ing across the Atlantic the latter part
of this month in the huge airship built
by the British government for the
U. S. Navy. Mrs. Heckbert’s maiden
name was Dora Towler and those who
have met the attractive young woman
are no longer blaming the Rockland
aviator for choosing a bride on the other
side of the ocean. The marriage took
place Sept. 22, 1920, the bride’s birth
day. The couple will make their home,
for the present at least, in Lakehurst
N. J., where the airship is to be
stationed. Meantime she is getting ac
quainted with her new relatives
Rockland, where her husband expects
to spend a furlough of 40 days. After
visiting Wessaweskeag Inn, where her
feleter-in-law resides, and where she
partook for the first time of broiled
live lobster, her surrender to America
was complete. Mrs. Heckbert lost
cousin in the war, and was an eye wit
ncss to the terrilbe air raids over her
home city. One of the Hun bombs
dropped only a few streets from her
own residence. Instead of becoming
accustomed to these raids as the war
progressed the citizens grew Increasing
ly frightened. Some took to cellars

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
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Page Seven
LOBSTERS

LOSE THEIR

CLAWS.

And the Brave Legion Lads Go Blithely Over the Top.
—Four Teams Are Tied For Second Position.

Fairy Tale

The Lobsters were compelled to re fanned. He has not forgotten how
linquish their hold on first place last he used to swat the ball when he
COTrKioto
VtlTtlN NIVlKOU UNION
'■
night, unable to withstand the Legion’s played on Old Bowdoin, and it will
assaults, and are now tied with three take something more impressive than
MOONLIGHT SUPPER PARTY.
the fog-horn comedian to scare him
other teams for second position. The into striking out.
Legion boys*looked like championship
* • • •
Mr. Wood Elf had promised the hoy timber last night. The standing.
/
Fred Black of the Chisox still heads
and girl who were off on adventures
Won Lost P. C. the list of base stealers. While he
tlfat he would give Legion .............................. 5 2
.715 does not appear in the list of 20 best
them u moonlight Lobsters ......................... 4 3
.571 batters, you will observe that he is
fc
Snows .............................. 4 3
.571 an adept at drawing “complimentaries"
supper party.
.571 Bo also is "Hod" Lamb, who is run
They had also Chisox* .............................. 4 3
.^71 ner-up in the base stealing compe
invited a guest to Electrics .......................... 4 3
1 4
.200 tition. Young Record is third in the
their party — one Rockport ........................
Lime Co............................. 1 5
.166 race and is becoming a bold and bare
they had met when
N . • •
faced sack pilferer. This is how they
visiting the hor
Today’s averages present some in
rid Mother Gossip teresting contrasts between the Lob stand in the list of base stealers:
Black, 11: Lamb, 8: Record, 7; Ken
and her family, sters and Legion, which were tied for ney. 6; Hart, 6; Rose, 5; O. Perry,
first
place
prior
to
last
night's
game.
and who had been
5; Wotton, Rokes, McRae, Doucett.
The Legion team, for instance, heads Beaudoin and Allen. 4 each.
meanly treated.
* * • *
The moon was in batting by u considerable percent
age, while the Lobsters, though not
The boys and the crowd are glad to
shining
brigthly
quite last in the list, are hardly out
and they all felt nf the ‘'hitless wonders” class by see Mcla>on in the game after a
very hungry and having a percentage of only u little month’s abstinence from baseball in
ready for their above the 200-mark. When it comes obedience to the doctor’s orders.
There isn't a harder worker in the
to fielding, however, the Lobsters League, or a more devoted baseball
party.
‘Tm glad," said shine, for they are second In the list fan in the county.
“Top of the HUI."
• • • •
the boy, "that you with a percentage of 903, while the
The Legion is unfortunately to lose
decided, Mr. Wood Elf. for us to have Legion's eonspicuousness in the, error
column brings its average down to the services of Clifford, the Bowdoin
our real supper here. I didn't want
852 and that team is trailing all the
to eat with that horrid family. They others. Here are the official figures: star, who is so busy at the Samoset
that he cannot spare the time neces
were the limit; actually the limit.’*'
Team Batting Averages
sary. The fans fain would have seen
"Such creatures ure really horrid,” Legion ................................................... 253 more of this energetic first-sacker.
Mr. Wood Elf agreed. "The great Snow Co.
« • • •
.2.11
trouble Is that so uiuny creatures have Rockport ................................................ 228
The Lobsters got a setback Satur
become connected or friendly with Chisox ....................................................213 day when their prospective first baseMother Gossip and her children In Electric Co..............................................212 man, County Agent Wentworth, broke
some way and don’t know It. They Lobsters ............................................... 206 one of his ankles while playing on
Lime Co................................................... 198 thp Warren team in Appleton. The ac
’’
«’ . : ■
\
v v j,
are the ones we’ve got to try to help,
Team Fielding Averages
« A•
4
? J S,
for If they go on they’ll not only make Chisox ................................................... 908 cident comes as an especial misfor
tune to Mr. Wentworth at his busiest
others unhappy, but they’ll be wretched Lobsters ............................................... 903 season.
themselves. It’s so miserable to get Snow C°......................................................... 994
....
to the point where one thinks thut Electric Co............................................. 869
The new score board opposite first
there are many more wrong things Rockport ........................ I....................863 base is only another indication of
about our friends than right thlugs. Lime Co................................................... 859 how the Knox County Electric Co. is
Well, we’re going to he gay toulght Legion ....................................................852 endeavoring to please the patrons. In
The leading batters are:
cidentally it relieves the official
and forget about all of them.”
Rose ........................................................ 500 scorer, Mr. Healey, of the necessity
Under the supervision of Miss Emma LockiVood, an Expert
So saying, Mr. Wood Elf beckoned McDonald ............................................. 417 of answering a small million of ques
to them to sit down right at the top Foster .................................................... 400 tions.
• • • «
of the hill. He clapped his hands Davis ...................................................... 400
Corsetiere from Neu) York, from
four times, each time very slowly, and Hart ........................................................ 400
Glad to see the Camden players get
out came four little wood elves, small Clifford .................................................. 400 ting into the Twilight. It's one of
Lamb ................................
368 the best baseball towns on the map.
cousins of Mr. Wood Elf.
MONDAY, JULY 18 TO JULY 23
Fogarty .................................................. 363
"Will each of you serve each of us Knight .................................................... 353 and another year should have day
light saving and a team of Its own.
our supper?” asked Mr. Wood Elf.
McRae .................................................... 348 The many hundreds nf fans who are
MORE effectively than any message we might give you in this
“We will, and with great delight
Flint ........................................................ 350 enjoying the best baseball season
said the little wood elves. “It Is all Skinner .................................................. 333 since the old semi-professional days,
space, these Demonstrations will reveal to you exactly the Corset you
ready. It was sent up here hy the Wotton .................................................. 333 will cheerfully endorse both of the
Hospitality Hotel people down In the Bunker .................................................. 333 above propositions.
should select.
, Zl a
£&
• • • •
next valley. It's a most delicious sup Holden .................................................... 333
Beaudoin ................................................ 316
“
Ty
Cobh"
Richardson
is a fair
per.”
O. Perry ................................................ 308 mark for considerable kidding since
“It Is,” said the boy, as he took a Mealey ....................................................3(10 his memorable steal home, but Is
lamb chop In his fingers so as to leave Rokes ...................................................... 300 taking it with customary good na
. . . .
no meat on tlie bone. Mr. Wood Elf
ture. Meantime nobody should be
grudge hint full credit for the good
said he could do It of course. “We’re
Legion 8, Lobsters 4.
Utility pitcher Averill held the Lob work he has always done on local
having a picnic," Mr. Wood Elf said,
"and It wouldn’t be a ptcnlc If we sters to five hits last night, and twice baseball diamonds, both as player and
when there were three men on liases umpire.
didn’t get sticky and a bit greasy.”
• • • •
McLoon’s men were helpless before his
THESE Corsets represent the most amazing achievement in
“Are we golug to see the Hospital curves. I. Cunningham was hit hard
The captains of all the teams in
ity Hotel?” asked the girl.
correctly corseting stout and near-stout figures—offering a variety of
in the early innings, but steadied after the Twilight League are hereby re
“Yes,” said Mr. Wood Elf, “I’ve en it was too late for his team to close quested to furnish The Courier-Ga
models which so slenderize their wearers that an appearance of twenty
gaged rooms for you for tomorrow the wide gap. The Lobsters scored zette as soon as possible after the
night. This evening the little wood four runs in the 4th Inning and had the close of the season their ideas as to
pounds lighter weight and an apparent reduction of from three to five
elves are going to put up a tent for bases full when Lawrence came to hat. what would constitute an All-League
team. The sporting editor will also
inches are gained.
you Just as soon as we’re through sup The keen-eyed catcher twirled his
doughty bat very aggressively, and make selections for this theoretical
per. Then you're going to have a fully meant to clear tile bases, but to nine.
« • • .
beautiful sleep and I'm golug to take his chagrin the best he could do was
These Demonstrations will not only convey to you the excellence of
tills little girl back to her family. You feeble fly to pitcher.
Foster or Cottrell will pitch in next
these two great Corset divisions, meeting every need of every figure
want to go, don't you?"
lhe game closed with a snappy Saturday’s game against Togus, at
“I do,” said the little girl, smiling double play by Bunker. Cates and Oakland Park, and Hart will catch.
type, but will show the necessity and service of the Brassieres which
up at Mr. Wood Elf for she knew he Clifford. The manner in which Clifford The inlielders will probably be Wot
ton. McDonald. Oney and Kenney,
was a friend. She was quite too young, scooped wild throws was a pleasure to
have been especially designed to accompany the Corsets.
while the outfield will be selected
see. The summary:
though, for adventures.
Legion ........... 1 2 4 1 0 0 0—8 from Foster or Cottrell, Sullivan.
You are cordially invited to come and bring your friends.
They finished their supper which Lobsters ......... 0 0 0 4 0 0 0—4 Lamb and Clfford. Game called at
was very flue. And they were anxious
Base hits. Legion 9. Lobsters 5. Two 3.30 daylight.
• • • •
to see the Hospitality Hotel after hav base hits. Kenney. Averill. Errors,
Among those who came with the
Stolen bases,
ing tasted one of the picnic suppers Legion 4, Lobsters 3.
they had prepared. Tliey had even Linnell, Clifford, Dahlgren 2, Rokes. Togus team Saturday were Major
sent dishes along udII hudu't forgot Bases on balls, off Averill 7, off Cun (Dr.) Hayden, Pension Agent William
ningham 2, Struck out, by Averill 4 son, and Albert Marau, head clerk of
ten salt and pepper.
by Cunningham 11. Umpires, Camp the quartermaster’s department. Mr.
“I’m going now.” said Mr. Wood bell and Wilbur.
Marau was representative to the last
• • • .
Elf. “And may you have pleasant
Legislature from Lewiston.
• • • •
Twilight Topics
dreams.”
Glenn Lawrence,
the
Lobsters’
The excellent suggestion is made by
“Good-by,” said the boy.
genial and versatile catcher, has the
“Good-by,” said the girl. “This distinction of being the only man in a Camden fan that an all-county team
and some went far inland. Mrs. Heck Mr. Woolley is connected with the player in the Twilight League type,
be selected to play Fred Parent’s
bert did neither, but she frankly ad Buffalo office of Barton, Durstlne & and if the opportunity permits will be bill top Is a good deal different from the League who has not yet been crack Sanford team.
mits she was frightened—terribly so. Osborn, the well-known advertising seen with uniform of the Lobsters dur the parts around
ing the season. Mra Bebeau is mak which Mother Gos
The inhabitants of Hull also lived in specialists.
ing her first visit to this section, and 19 sip and her hor
constant terror of an Invasion for the
PAINTED IN FIVE MINUTES
town is but 50 miles from Scarborough,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Fernald are quite charmed with W’essaweskeag's rible family live.”
which, readers of this paper will recall, visiting friends in Augusta for a few attractions.
A
“You’re
safe
Landon Newspaper Tells of Meritori
was bombarded. The government is days.
,
ous Picturss Made Quickly by
Mrs. J. H. Wiggin and Mrs. Emily from them,” said
sued a warning for the citizens to be
RELIABLE
Traveling Artist.
ready to flee at a moment’s notice. At
Mrs. Langtry Smith gave a party at Hitchcock are entertaining the Sum Mr. Wood Elf. “If
first there was no protection from the her
home last Tuesday
evening. mer Outing Club at the Country Club you can pass them
COMMISSION HOUSE
air raids, but anti-aircraft guns were Lunch was served. Those present were at auction today.
by, everyone of
While great painters have spent
soon introduced and Mrs. Heckbert ad Mrs. Fred Ward, Mrs. Lewis Small,
them, and If you're
weeks—perhaps months—on a simple
Dr. C. E. Buchanan of Limerock Just
mits she was more afraid of their Mrs. Carol Cole. Mrs. Guy Walker,
the at, r t
study, a young artist Is turning out de
DRESSED CALVES
shrapnel which dropped from the sky Mrs. Earl McWilliams, Mrs. Emile street has gone to Felchville, Vt., for a that won’t and
lightful views of the sen and country
than she was of the airships. Mr. Coombs, Mrs. Jennie Smith, Masters two week's visit.
don’t make friends
in five minutes, says London Answers.
Heckbert is a 1st class quartermaster, Elmer Coombs and Walter Smith.
LIVE AND DRESSED
Impossible as this sounds, It Is a
Mrs. S. Alperin Is visiting in Boston. with them — well,
but has. passed a chiefs examination,
you’re pretty safe
fact, and the artist m question Is Al
and will doubtless be promoted soon.
Mr. and Mrs. V. F. Studley have re
The employes of the W. O. Hewett now. I’m sure of
bert Cronkshaw of Manchester.
POULTRY
turned from a fortnight’s auto trip
Miss Ellen Arthur of New York, who in the course of which they covered a Co. held one of their delightful out you anyway. It Is
It was an extremely dull day, with
has been visiting Mrs. Stanley, Lime considerable portion of New York ings Friday evening, 33 of them be true she sends her
dark clouds overhead, when a crowd
EGGS, APPLES, ETC
rock street, has gone to Swan’s Island State. They encountered some torrid ing present on this occasion. A spe family around the
of holiday makers stopped to watch n
cial
car
took
them
to
the
tea
room
at
weather, but report a thoroughly
for the sqmmer.
countryside
and “Carried Her.”
smart looking man, mounted on a plat
Camden, and after an enjoyable ban
delightful outing.
form, transforming a plain piece of
quet the merrymakers danced and wherever folks
Miss Daisy Stanley of Spring street
live but you're not apt to become canvas Into a marvelous scene of beau
PROMPT RETURNS
is visiting In Portland this week
Ira W. Feeney wept to Boston Sun enjoyed themselves in general. After friendly now—after you’ve made up ty. Every one forgot the durk, gloomy
the dance the party started for the
day night on a short business trip.
Comlque Theatre, but on the way a your mind to be such enemies. No, atmosphere ns they were transported,
Mrs. Raymond Bird, son Sidney and
portion of the party got lost. Hap you’re certainly not apt to become first, to a beautiful spot In North
daughter Helen have been staying at
Mrs. C. W. Clark of Braintree. pily the lost sheep were found again.
T. H. WHEELER CO.
their cabin on Crawford Pond for the
friendly—not apt to in the least."
Wales, and then to a picturesque cas
Mass.,
is
at
Miss
Jennie
Blaekinton
’
s,
When the 10 o'clock car left Camden
past ten days. They have Billy Large
Mr. Wood Elf said “Good-by” again tle. And lt was all done In 10 min
Masonic street.
Her daughter, Miss they Joined the fold with much re
as their guest.
93-101 Clinton Street
Marion Clark, was here over the joicing. No names of the lost parties and so did the little girl who was very utes.
They were pictures to he proud of,
Fourth. Ralph Deering of Rosllndale. will be printed, but can be had on re sleepy. They watched Mr. Wood Elf
Mrs. L. C. McRae of Council Bluffs,
BOSTON
Mass, has also been at Miss Black- quest. All voted it a delightful time as he picked her up and carried too. painted with taste and an eye to
Iowa, is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
inton's.
lM-tr-n
the artistic. As fast ns they were
her.
and hope soon to go again.
Clifford Wolfe, at Glencove.
___ i
“She was too young to have left her painted so were they sold to the udMrs. C. A. Crockett, who has been
Mrs. Sadie E. Leach and Miss J. C. home,” said the girl. “She's quite a uiirlng audience.
Mrs. Samuel Bradlsh of Medford,
Mass., is visiting Mrs. Kate Kirkpat Ir Portland the past winter and spring, McDonald are at Mrs. Leach's cottage bit younger than I am.
There Is no doubt thnt there will he
with her daughtej, Mrs. M. R Pllls- "Seldom Inn,” at Megunticook Lake,
rick, Union street.
n great demand for "rapid" artists In
“
And
to
think
someone
snld
some

buiy, has returned but has not yet for a two weeks vacation.
thing mean about her, or to think the near future, when we get some of
Miss
Emmeline
Fountain
and opened her home.
not claim
Mr. and f Mrs. Sidney Hull motored that Mother Gossip's daughter came those promised houses built, and un 3 We do
mother of Flushing, N. Y., are spend
doubtedly the economical housewife
ing the summer with Miss Lena Cleve
Mr. and Mrs. George Merrill from Sharon, Mass., last week and and told her so. Well, It was a good
land, Camdtn.
(Frances McLain) and daughter Ruth spent several days with Mr. and Mrs. thing she met Mr. Wood Elf, for then will he on the lookout for good, cheap that the mere use of
pictures to beautify the walls of her
of Ayer, Mass., are guests for two James Hull.
she too was made happy.”
domain. She need search no further
Dr. Louise Young of Portland and weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Henry J.
than tlie traveling artist, who will com want ads will produce
Miss Emma White from Augusta Keating.
Mr. and lire. J. E.
Hughes of
Indications of Trouble.
have returned to their homes after a
plete a picture la five uilmites and
Youngstown, Ohio, have arrived at
Johnny—Did Moses have dyspepsia charge less for lt than almost any art prosperity.
weekend visit with Dr. Ruth McBeath
Miss Alice Brown who for the past Wessaweskeag Inn. for a fortnight’s
at Owls Head.
like what you’ve got?
ten days has been the guest of her stay.
dealer.
Dad—How on earth do I know?
aunt. Mrs. W. O. Fuller, left by last
Here, too. Is an opportunity for any
Miss Bessie Southard is home from night’s steamer enroute to her Cin
But it seems more
Col. and Mrs. ltervyn ap Rice ar Why do you ask such a question?
discharged
soldiers who ure artistical
Boston, spending her vacation with cinnati home. It was Miss Brown’s rived Saturday from Montclair, N. .1.,
Johnny—Well, our Sunday school ly inclined. In u neat little hand book than a coincidence that
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. first visit to the east and she was the and are guests for the summer of
teacher says the Lord gave Moses two Issued hy the traveling painter they
Southard, 10 Ocean street.
recipient while here ot many social Commander and Mrs. Carleton F. tablets.—Loudon Malt
will find all the businesslike methods most prosperous people
attentions.
Snow at Treasure Point Farm, St.
r
explained cleurly and simply, lt Is a
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler S. Woolley of
George. While his training is pre
really useful short cut to rapid paint
Buffalo, N. Y.. arrived Saturday, and
Patrick Murphy of Buffalo, N. Y„ eminently of k military character Col
are quick to recognize
will spend their vacation at Pleasant and Mrs. Eleanor Leary of Ports Rice promptly volunteered his services
ing.
Beach. While Chandler was practi mouth are visiting Mr. and Mrs. M. in the hayfield and the army and navy
the value of classified
cally “raised" at Pleasant Beach, hav H. Burns, Gay sti eet.
are thus represented ut Treasure
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
ing passed every summer there from
Point hy a strong team. Readers of
carries the home news of Knox county
1
,• *
the time he was a very small boy until
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bebeau of Port The Courier-Gazette are already fa
to every State in the Union and to EtClVClllSin^*
reaching his majority, this is his first land are spending the week at Wessa- miliar with the prominent part which
visit since his return from service W’eskeag Inn. Mr. Bebeau is Texaco Col. Rice played in the World Wur
Its Readers Have Confidence many foreign lands.
3 tat us supply your
Overseas, and he finds that it’s Inspector for the company’s stations in during his two and a half years’ ser
charms are as great as ever. It is Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, vice. 19 months of which were spent In the Matter Appearing In Iti
BE A BOOSTER I
Mrs. Woolley's first visit to this sec and is well Identified by the red Ford in the war zone. Commander and Mrs. Columns. Gain the Advantage
wants through this page.
TRADE AT HOME I
tlon of Maine, and she Is finding runabout with which he covers this Snow have also had as a guest re
of
This
Confidence
by
Advertising
TAKE
THE
HOME
PAPER
I
pleasure In meeting the many friends large territory so expeditiously. He cently Miss Olive CarUand of Wake
Your Business In IL
.
I
who have known Chandler so well lays modest claims to being a ball field, Mass.
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OTHER

INDEPENDENCE

DAYS.

RECALLING JEFF DAVIS

I VERMONT WOMAN

ANXIOUS TO HELP!

Progressive Countries Besides the United States That
Celebrate the Birth of Their Freedom.
Mrs.
On July 4, 1776, from the tower of
Independence Hall in Philadelphia, the
now famous and beloved Liberty Bell
which had been inscribed 23 years
previously with the words, “Proclaim
liberty throughout all the land, unto all
the inhabitants thereof,” tolled out to
the world its message that the inde
pendence of the Thirteen Colonies had
been solemnly declared.
That day stands not only as the day
of freedom of the original Thirteen
Colonies, but as a prophecy of the
forthcoming independence of practi
cally every portion of the Americas,
as well as of liberty-loving peoples in
other parts of- the world. Today most
nations celebrate a day which has a
particular significance in marking the
time when the light of liberty broke
upon them, says a bulletin issued by
•the National Geographic Society from
its Washington, D. C., headquarters.
Bastille Day in France.
On July 14 the French celebrate their
Fete N’ationale, or Bastille Day—the
day in 17X9 on which the mad. frenzied,
half-starved, and persecuted mob of
wretched and miserable humanity
which haunted the hovels in the Fau
bourg Saint Antoine pulled down al
most with their bare hands the prison
which had grown to mean to them the
symbol of their oppression.
Today on the site a bronze column
marks the spot where this huge fort
ress shut away thousands of prisoners,
many of them in dark cells and
dungeons to which they had been con
signed without trial and from which
they were dragged at intervals for ex
quisite torture. The mob killed the
guards, carried the prisoners on their
shoulders in triumph through the
streets, and scattered the prison rec
ords to the winds. Thomas Paine se
cured the key of the Bastille and sent
it to George Washington, whose fight
for liberty had served to help kindle
the spark of freedom which had al
ready been struck in France.
When Napoleon put such a decided
kink in the doctrine of the divine
rights of kings, the feeling of unrest
manifested itself in the colonies of
most of the European nations, (me of
the mightiest reactions came in the
colonies of Spain to the south of us.
Mexico’s Liberty Bell.
Miguel Hidalgo, curate of the little
village of Colores, Mexico, rang the
bell of his parish church early on the
morning of September 16, 1810, to tell
his compatriots that they must take
from that moment their stand ip the
cause of freedom. That day is now
celebrated as the Mexican Independ
ence Day, though the emotional and
volatile followers of the priest deserted
him by the thousands and allowed him

to be taken prisoner, his head to be
severed and suspended for ten years
upon a spike from a corner of the
Alhondiga de Granadit^s in Guana
juato where during his earlier suc
cesses he had made a. spectacular
stand.
The Independence Day of the Central
American Countries is just one day
before that of Mexico, thobgh the
Actual drawing up of the Acta de
Independencia occurred eleven years
later Pronunciamentos had begun to
appear in various cities in Central
America as early as 1811, and though
Spain, on account of her wars else
where was unable to send armies to
Central America, a blow was struck
for freedom whenever it was possible
and many of the natives and creoles
died in the cause of liberty. Finally,
in 1821, the representative of Spain in
Guatemala joined the rebels and on
September 15 independence was de
clared. The other countries immedi
ately followed suit in a few days, but
all of them observe the earlier date.
Bolivar Liberator of Five Nations.
Before independence was gained in
Central America, revolution was rife in
practically every portion of South
America.
The royal Governor of
V< nezuela was deposed on April 19,
1810, and a popular council was se
lected to rule. The next year Bolivar,the
creator of live of the South American
nations, was instrumental in getting
a formal declaration of independence
drawn up and a republican constitu
tional form of government was de
clared on July 5. Venezuela decrees
a holiday on each of these days.
When Ferdinand VII. tumbled down
off the throne of Spain upon the com
ing of Napoleon, the Chileans, too, see
ing that their chance for national free
dom had come, organized on Septem
ber 18, 1810, a government to control
as long as France should hold Spain,
and they now consider this the date of
the independence. The other Spanishowned countries had caught the epi
demic and lined up as independent
republics, Peru and Bolivia being
among the last to resist the authority
of Spain.
x
Brazil, wearying of the tempera
ments and tempers of Portuguese
princes, proclaimed its independence
of the mother country on September
7, 1823. although it submitted to sev
eral of them thereafter as Brazilian
Emperors. Cuba claims as her inde
pendence day that on which the Amer
ican Govfernor-General withdrew from
the island and left the little country to
conduct its own affairs untrammelled
by a foreign power. Czechoslovakia
came into positive existence on Octo
her 28. 1918, and this day has since
been a national holiday. The new re
public of Germany celebrates the day
on which the Kaiser abdicated.

Nash

Doesn’t

Think I

There Is Anything Good

Alto Some of the Earlier Associations '
With the Prize Ring.
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STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Another of the old ones! Go to it, I
Rawson! I will give you another. How
many of your New England people

As Tanlac—Work Is Pleas-1today ever 8aw Jeff DftV,8? 1 never]

Every-Other-Day

OF THE

Security Trust Company

saw John Brown, but I was in Harper’s Ferry in Civil war-time.
In the fall of 1860 Jeff Davis, at I
that time Secretary of War, was
“Others helped me by allowing their I touring the North for the especial
statements to be published telling what purpose, it was said, of seeing the con.,
..dition of armament
andmilitary efllTanlac had done forthem, and now 1 ciency.
. ___
_ muster
' , , „
It was at a military
want to do my part by letting others in Belfast that I saw him. I was
ROCKLAND, MAINE
know what it has done for me,” said standing in front of the hotel(AmeriMrs. William Nash, of West street. can House, I think it was called),
.,
.
...
where at the time a number of the
MAYNARD S. BIRD. President
J. C. PERRY, Vice President
Proctor, \ t.
.,1
..
„
.
officers
were gathered.
Secretary
II. N. McDOUGALL, Vice President
C. M. KALLOCH, Vice President
About two years ago I was taken Davis rode up on horseback, disELMER C. DAVIS. Treasurer
down with influenza, and from then mounted and asked me to hold his horse,
until last spring, when I got Tanlac, 1 while he was in the hotel. When he
DIRECTORS
,, . . ,
.
returned he mounted, without as much
was never well. I had no relish for
.
„
as saying Thank you.
M. S. BIRD
HENRY
B. BIRD
NELSON B. COBB
food of any kind and my stomach was
j d,d ncd
jj j wag a young
C. DOHERTY
G.
A.
LAWRENCE
GEO. B. WOOD
in such a disordered condition nearly I gentleman of 26 years and alive. BeLRA'W. FEENEY
E. K. LEIGHTON
h. n. mcdougall
everything I ate soured and formed fore Davis was fairly seated in the
W. O. FULLER .
... nearly
, suftocted „
slap on
B. C. PERRY
C. S. STAPLES
gas. which
me and. saddle
.
_I gave
... the...horse
, . a ....
the rump that sent him into the midJ. W. HUPPER
J. C. PERRY
GEO. W. WALKER
kept me feeling miserable for hours.
dle of the street b>. a side jump which
J. A. JAMESON
MORRIS B. PERRY
L. W. FICKETT
“My nerves were in a terrible con-1 nearly threw Davis head-first to the
C. M. KALLOCH
A. P. BLAISDELL
A. B. CROCKETT
dition and I never knew what it was to ground. He looked at me in a deget a good night's sleep. I became so I eidedly angry way. I removed my hat
G. M. SIMMONS
weak and run down that I had to I and said, “Thank you. sir."
frequently stop and rest while doing
I have thought of the affair often
EXECUTIVE BOARD
my housework.
and have wondered if it would have
HENRY B. BIRD
MAYNARD S. BIRD
NELSON B. COBB
"But it is certainly wonderful the I been for the good of the country if
IRA W. FEENEY
W. O. FULLER
difference Tanlac has made in my I he had gone down off thjit horse and
J A. JAMESON
condition. I just feel like eating all I been killed!
C. M. KALLOCH
O. A. LAWRENCE
h. n. mcdougall
the time now, and nothing ever hurts! It seems quite the thing just now
J. C. PERRY
II. B. PERRY
GEO.
B. WOOD
me. My nerves have quieted ' down to be interested in the fighting game,
and I sleep line and am so much I How many of you old fellows reniemstronger 1 do all the housework for a her who sparred John Woods when he
ORGANIZED AUGUST 13,1903
family of six without any trouble. For was given a benefit in Rockland, after
those who suffer as I did from the he was matched to tight John C.
after effects of influenza, I don’t think Heenan for the heavyweight chamthere is anything as good as Tanlac." I pionship of the world? I recollect
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor- something of it and how it feels to be
ASSETS
ner Drug Store; in Washington by F. knocked cold- Th’' blow was about
L. Ludwig: in North Haven by W. S. |‘b\°nJy
Hopkins; in Vinalhaven by F. M, to, and even that was an accident. It
$1,147,028 06
White; in South Thomaston by L. O, was 145 pounds against 208 pounds—
5
feet
6
against
5
feet
11.
On
a
later
Hanley, and by the leading druggists
156,899 73
occasion, being in New York on busi
in every town.
ness, I attended a sparring exhibition
Overdrafts
83 76
benefit to Arthur Chambers, just be
ON BOOMING MAINE.
123,799 55
fore his fight witli Edw’ards, and had
First Thing Is For Maine People To | a set-to with a man who was intro
912,953 23
duced as the coming champion of the
Believe In Maine.
world in the welter-weight class. 1
Trust Investments...........
5,000 00
r„
„
...
.was introduced as a dry goods clerk
[Bangor Commercial.]
from Boston, and was hooted and
Sinking Fund Investments
8,000 00
We have just noticed two letters in hissed until bedlam seemed broke
Bank Building..................
25,000 00
the Rockland Courier-Gazette that in- loose—but after the finish the crowd
terested us. One is by a Rockland cit- bo,e me on lbeir shoulders from the
Furniture and Fixtures . ..
1,333 51
, ,
, ring to the dressing room. I later gave
izen who has just made an extended Capt Fl.eeman Hall authorlty t0 put
Cash
on
Deposit
................
150,412
02
trip to New Orleans, than to California up $500 for me to fight any man in
and Honolulu, the other from another New York of my weight, regardless of
Cash on Hand..................
90,147 25
Rockland man who is writing home other conditions, and I had no call,
from Los Angeles. Reading these let1 fought the first glove fight ever
ters the thought came to us of how fought in Boston, 22 rounds, and never
$2,620,657 11
Maine would have boomed if we had j got down between rounds, or had
been able to keep at home the Maine fan Or an attendant. 1 was not allowed
people who have settled in other states when a youngster to take lessons in
LIABILITIES
and given their ability and energy to boxing, but Adelbert Ames, one of the
development elsewhere.
finest boys, had lessons before he
The first letter told of meeting Maine went
to We?f Point,
from a
$ 100,000 00
people, mostly Rockland people, all boxer named Carey. At Carey's wish
mayor. “Fatty” plays the role of a along the route. In the South, on the Adelbert invited me to the rooms and
Surplus
..................
75,000 00
PARK THEATRE
Pacific coast and even in the Hawaiian the future Major General gave me
young lawyer, who, for the sake of
pretty pair of eyes, undertakes to bust islands, the traveler found old friends. I the toughest fight I ever had.
Undivided Profits .
27,242 18
open confession is good for the
“Salvage” is the title of today’s fea- ! the Milk Trust. His rival in love is a In Florida, in Texas and Louisiana, in
Suspense Account
30,000 00
ture. Pauline Frederick is seen in a ’ dishonest judge, who is secretly in California, axid in fact in all states |goul. I no longer care to see a fight.
dual role as Bernice Ridgeway, highly j league with the milk folks.
The there are to he found many Maine
W, E. Crockett.
,
1,804,470
79
idealistic and passionately fond of judge seeks all manner of means to people. And these Maine boys and girls
Boston, July 2.
children; and as Kate Martin, a wo “frame up” Roscoe, but is foiled in have made good for. according to sta
504,477 38
tistics ase drawn from Who's Who,
man who follows the line of least the end.
OLD CLARK ISLAND
resistance, a moral weakling who be
A new Cecil B. De Mille photoplay Maine has furnished more names for
44,400 00
Time Certificates of Deposit ....
grudges the time she must devote to invariably rouses
great
interest this catalogue of success in its male | The Clambake Days When Anything
17,901 47
Demand Certificates of Deposit.
caring for her little daughter and among those who have seen his previ and female emigrants to other states,
Was Excuse For a Fight.
who gradually slides down the social ous efforts and when “Forbidden in proportion to its population than
5,000 00
Trust Department......................
scale until she becomes a drug addict. Fruit” is shown Thursday and Friday any other state in the Union.
And so it seems to us that a very Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
By her vivid art Miss Frederick his admirers are promised a new so
8,000
00
Sinking
Funds
for
Corporations.
See
that,
now!
What'd
1
tell
ye?
No
shows the difference in these two lution to the ever present matrimonial important factor in the Boom Maine
sooner do I try to write a little some
movement
now
being
carried
on
so
en

mothers, whom destiny decrees shall triangle. Agnes Ayers has the role of
2,321 28
Due to Banks and Bankers.........
thing about Clark Island, than a
cross each other’s path.
a disillusioned young wife who is ergetically is the result that it should
have
in
keeping
Maine
boys
and
girls
would
be
Oldtiiuer
starts
squirting
E
1,783 35
Certified
Checks
Outstanding
..
.
•‘The Life of the Party,” Wednesday forced by the revelation of the real
ason that our pluribus Unum at me. He ought to
is just packed with merry doings. character of her rascally husband to
60 66
Other Liabilities....................
“Fatty” Arbuckle, making his debut seek asylum in the home of a wealthy population has not increased more know that I don’t understand Latin,
as a star in full-length comedy society matron. There she meets the rapidly is that our boys and girls and Iand therefore can’t retaliate; so I hold
drama, is “vamped” by a pretty siren, man who brings love and happiness to men and women have sought other Iup b°lh hands, and holler "Kamarad."
$2,620,657 11
is stranded by a drunken driver when her. Clarence Burton, Theodore Rob sections to achieve their livelihood. We|Pu^ wait! Maybe he will try to climb
returning home from a party dressed erts and Kathlyn Williams figure must furnish the opportunities at home I my mountain again some morning bethat make Maine so attractive in pos-Ifore breakfast, as he did last summer
in children’s rompers and runs for prominently in the cast.
slbilities that we can keep our young-1 *ben ‘ will get a chance to talk it over
/
FRED F. LAWRENCE.
| er population.
I wdb him.
And now we come to the second letDuring the big strike on Clark IslBank Commissioner.
I ter in which a former Rockland man and’ a clambake was pulled off. and it
who has given California a good trial was “som,i affair” I think It was in
says he is coming back to Maine as ,he fal1 of the year’ because I remem
I soon as he can dispose of his property ber there was green corn cooked with
I in California. He says that Maine is tb<“ clams.
I good enough for him. That its climate
The bake was held on the shore of a
is better, its opportunities for a live-1 cove that makes in on the south side
| lihood greater. He does not deny that |^he island, facing Wildcat Point. I
Mrs. Elizabeth F. Adams,
ing, ind lasting until well Into the ponents.
UNDUE INFLUENCE.
there are good chances to make money I believe all the inhabitants who were
afternoon. Judge Cook of Auguta, George W. Blanchard, Mrs. Grace W.
in California but he also says that not bedridden were present. I don’t Claimed By Those Who Oppose Pro probate judge for Kennebec county, Bartlett, Mrs. Ellen W. E. Hall, Mrs.
there are equal opportunities to lose remember who , ngineered the bake,
bating of Mrs, Sophia G. Webber’s entered, by the consent of the at Gertrude Shannon, Mrs. Marion W.
money; that California investment is but Alec McGinly was chief master of
torneys for the proponent and op ’ Hayden and Mrs. Marguerite Lander.
Will.
too uncertain for him and that the ceremonies and Dan Morrison was
ponents, allowing the will. An appeal The opponents claim undue Influence
| costs of living «re muyh greater than head walter’ We waited a long time
A hearing on the allowing to pro was taken by the opponents. Edward was exerted by Mr. Webber the son
in Maine and that this will more than tor the clams to cook but the waiting
T. Merrill of Skowhegan and Harvey of the deceased.
| consume the additional revenue thatlwa8 ^ood- H was a bright moonlight bate of the will of Sophia G. Webber, D. Eaton of Augusta, represented the
may be gained.
I night, and there were several bonfires, late of Union, who died about a year proponent, John N. Webber, the only
ago at the age of 93 was held in City
Telephone that item of news to Tho
To Boom Maine we must first make also two orchestras, one consisting of hall. Augusta, Friday. It was a pro living child of the deceased. William
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
Maine People believe in Maine; must a concertina, the other a bagpipe,
R.
Patangall
appeared
for
the
op

tracted session, beginning in the morn
readers will see IL
make them realize that in spite of our
During the early part of the festivi| cold winters we have a climate that is ties the orchestra alternated quite reg
health giving and attractive, that we ularly’ but after the feast the ''spirits"
have the opportunities for advance-1 beSan io move and they played fo
■hbobb
ment and all in all, that Maine is the Kether’ not Pa>'inK any particular at
best state in the Union. If we are tention 1,1 time- All went fairly
successful in promulgating this doc- sm°o,h’ unti> somebody took umbrage
trine then our people will remain at
"The Campbells are Comin" enhome and give their energy’ and brains I croiiehing on ‘The’Wearing of the
to building up our own state and not Green’” A race war started, then and
to increase the development of other there’ The fem>nine portion of the
I localities. One trouble has been that party made tracks for home. Some of|
I we have been slow in advertising our[as small fry got off at a safe distance
advantages. The Pacific Coast and and "atched the battle. As I recolFlorida are examples of constant effort Pect’ tbe followers of Bobby Burns
in advertising. Every resident makes came off 8econ(I best’ Brother Re^d of
an effort to boom their localities. We Chicago can corroborate this story, as
•
z
have the goods here in Maine, we wberever any lun was going on, that
should lose no opportunity to convince I red bead of his was sure to be in
sight.
the world of this.
Speaking of going to Rockland for
Extra Ply — Heavy Tread
the “Elixir of Life.” In those days it
[ROCKLAND
was unnecessary to go that far. One had
only to climb onto one of the accommo
LOAN AND BUILDING
dation wagons and for ten cents
AQQOf'T ATIOM
” hjm
could
enough redeye
livsil I “toj°^
put
to absorb
■•p, before he got halfI way to Rockland, or make him eligible
—HAS PAID—
| for the lockup when did get there.
5/2?o
C. D. S. G. mentions Sam Cummings.
DIVIDENDS
II knew him when he drove oxen on
SINCE 1907
l Spruce Head. I was tending drag for
Shares in the 68th Series now on tale Ezra Jackson. That was the winterof '76. I hoarded at Sawyer’s. The
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
most vivid recollection I have of that
place is that, when Aldana Cunning
Office 407 Main Street
ham would put a platter of beefsteak
ROCKLAND, MAINE
on the table, she would set it so that
X-H I the nicest piece would be next to
| Charlie’s plate.
I was pleased to read the fine letter
I from “Kib,” but I want to warn him to
I look out for the Somerville Censor,
tonsilitis or hoarseness, and when he writes any Clark’s Isl
gargle with warm salt and history to stick pretty close to
or he is likely to get a dose of
water. Rub Vicks over facts,
Latin in the neck, or a verse of poetry
throat and cover with a | in the solar plexus.
M. M. Brown.
hot flannel cloth. Swal
Camden, June 30.
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